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LIFE ON THE MBTA
It's amazing how the MBTA is like
our four years of Suffolk. It's true. Think
of our years of getting through our
classes as getting through another ride
on the train.
For example, our ride began in the
morning when we took the train to Suf-
folk. We got on one of the trains and
watched the doors close for another
new adventure. We may have cracked
open a book or slept. We may have
made a new friend. Many stops passed
by; different classes zoomed through
the semesters. Sometimes it may have
been rough and we may have had to
keep our patience to make it through
the ride, but we knew that eventually,
we would arrive at our destination.
There are so many different people
on the train. All different races, colors,
creeds, sexes, and personalities all
joined together in the common goal: to
make it to the end of the line. Many
people got off the ride, other jumped
on in the middle.
Finally, it was over. We made it to
our final stop, graduation. We got off
the train and walked into our new des-
tination. So, as many feel that riding
the MBTA is an adventure, so was our







ee, what school are they talk-
ing about?
emember that COLD winter
walk from Park Street Sta-
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thought only cars had head-
lights.
One of the many interesting
things while riding the train.





Do you remember your first day at Suffolk? How
different the feelings are four years later. Day one
was full of promise and lots of apprehension.
Questions probably ran through your mind, like.
How long will it take for me to meet people? Where
are my classes? Will I make it through the whole
four years? What am I doing here?
In time all those questions have been an-
swered. We made friends, some closer to us than
others, stayed up all night cramming for exams.
We filled out thousands of financial aid forms. We
waited for Sawyer elevators, hung out down the
lounge, struggled through Math 103 and rhetori-
cal communication.
We did the 15 yard dash from Ridgeway to
Sawyer, slid down the hill in the wintertime, froze
to death with the hurricane like winds. We spent
most of our Friday afternoons at the Red Hat,
joined the different clubs and organizations.
We took harder classes like Communication
theory or statistics, we got on a first name basis
with many of our departmental professors, start-
ed to stress about what track we were going to
be in and what internships we were going to get,
sat through sauna like or sub-zero classrooms.
We met more friends and started going to the
Red Hat Thursdays as well as Fridays. The time
went by so fast. All of sudden senior year is here!
Time to type out the resume and look for an in-
terview outfit and time to smile for senior por-
traits. Finally, we were walking down the isle in
our cap and gown at graduation with our family
and friends cheering us on. — Margie Cugini













































































































































































































































































Virgil G. Glenn IU
Print Journalism/Philosophy
14 Seniors
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Here's one student's interpretation of senior portraits:
Sung to the tune "It's raining on Prom Night" from
the movie Grease
It's snowing, on Tuesday, my hair is a mess,
It's the last chance, for senior portraits for the Beacon
Yearbook, ^^uf^f
In the bathroom, the smell of hair spray is vividly clear
The Aqua Net and Rave smells still fresh in my mind,
I'll have no choice but to leave this picture behind .
.
* 1 I* IS 1
— Candi Tuplin
32 Senior Portrait "Song
A letter to Seniors
From your senior class president.
To the Class of 1994:
It's over. It's ... over. IT'S OVER ! ! ! For all our hard work and years
spent here at Suffolk ... it's ALL over! Well, what do we do now? We
continue. We continue to grow, and we use what we have gained to furthur
us in our lives. With that in mind ... who's having the FIRST party ?!?
Do you realize that many of us will never experience this moment in
our lives! This is the time in our lives where we make friends and,
unfortunately, lose some along the way as well. But the most important part
of our experience here at Suffolk, is the fact that we've gone through all of the
good times and the bad together. We only experience this momentoncein our
lives. So hang onto this ride with all you've got for as long as you can, because
when it's over, we just get off and let the next passengers on board.
I'll miss you all, and I just wish that I could have known every one of
you before we graduate. But for those that I have, you'll always be an
important part of my life. Don't forget what we've been through and don't







The Midwest saw severe flooding along the Mississippi River during the summer of '93, causing
hundreds to evacuate their homes.
California, a state known for its natural disasters, saw both fires and earthquakes over the course of the past year.
34 Year in Review
The Year in Review
While war ravaged the people and landscape of Bosnia, a new hope for peace emerged in the Middle
East.
4^ Once finally repaired, the Hubble Telescope met and
exceeded the dreams of its creators.
Vs AIDS continued to spread its own form of disaster, awareness demonstrations and red
ibbons of support appeared more and more frequently.
Year in Review 35
( Right) Bill Clinton finished his first full year as United
States President in January, 1994 to mixed reviews from
the nation.
First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton spearheaded the debate
about national healthcare reform, which is sure to continue
for years to come.
Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg was suc-
cessfully nominated to the Supreme
Court, after other Clinton nominees
were defeated.
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, ousted Haitian President, continued
his efforts to return to power in his country.
In the "War of the Late Night Talk Show Hosts," David
Letterman emerged as king after his move to CBS.
36 Year in Review
Personality and Power
Boris Yeltsin was faced with strong opposition to his leadership in Russia, but managed to maintain
his hold on power.
|\fter being accused of child molestation, Michael Jackson didn't do much performing. Janet Jackson, however, tried
\3T hand at acting and continued to be honored as a musician.
Year in Review 37
SOMS SHINING STAR
Dr. Tan Vovan
"He really cares for the
students by making them
understand the material
before he moves on to the
next topic. He'll spend
extra time after class to
answer questions."
Dr. Tan Vovan, professor in the Math and
Computer Science Department and the School of
Management, is known for his great teaching methods.
But he's also known for his friendly nature and hellos
as he walks from class to class. There are waiting lists of
students waiting to get into his classes.
"Dr. Vovan really takes time out to make sure
everyone understands the material," one student
writes.
"Dr. Vovan not only helped me understand Math
103 and get a great grade in it, but he still remembers my
name when I pass him on the street. And I took his class
four years ago!"
Dr. Vovan not only teaches in the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences but also the School of Management.
Some of his classes are Math 103, Introduction to
College Mathematics, and Statistics 101, Introduction
to Statistics.
"I hate Math but Dr. Vovan made it tolerable,"
commented one student.
"Tan Vovan gave me a good basis for my upper level
Math classes," stated one student, "I never would have
been able to pass any math class without him."
Dr. Tan Vovan not only is a caring professor but he
also helps students learn by making his classes
enjoyable and interesting.
38 Beacon Dedication
CLAS s SUPER SCHOLAR
Dr. Robert Rosenthal
"Dr. Bob knows how to
combine education and
fun. His classes are not
only interesting and
packed with information,
but they also have lots of
humor!"
Dr. Robert Rosenthal, also fondly known as Dr. Bob,
is one of the professors in the Communications and
Journalism department. His classes are packed with
t students, undergraduate and graduate, who have heard
about Dr. Bob's fun and interesting teaching skills.
"Dr. Bob is so much fun to take a class with," one
student writes.
"I enjoy Dr. Bob's classes because we get so much
information but it's in an interesting format. Our
i assignments are creative and directly relate to the
( information current and at hand," another student
says.
"Bob Rosenthal encourages discussion and opinions
in his classes. I feel very comfortable participating. He
really listens," another student raves."
Dr. Rosenthal teaches classes such as rhetorical com-
munication, persuasion, and decision making.
"Dr. Bob makes sure we understand the material. He
explains it with practical examples so we will remember
the material."
Dr. Rosenthal is not only an enthusiastic professor but
he strives to open his students' eyes to the world around
them.
Beacon Dedication 39
Is it over already?
Graduation Day, May 29, 1994
It's finally over. The class of 1994 was gathered together for one
last time to receive their hard-earned degrees. Commencement Day.
was upon the graduates and May 29, 1994 would be branded into their
memories forever.
President David Sargent presided over the exercises. He introduced
our speaker, Congresswoman Olympia Snowe, who spoke of changes
through some of our four years. Honorary degree recipients were
Snowe, Speaker of the House Charles Flaherty, Patriots owner Robert
Kraft, Vice Chairman of Fidelity Management & Research Peter
Lynch, and Shelia Widnall, the Secretary of the Air Force.
All who were attending the graduation found some entertainment
during the ceremonies. A beach ball was tossed around and a bottle
rocket was shot off by some rebellious student. However, no bottle
rockets or beach ball were needed, the candidates for degrees received
their diplomas with much fanfare from family and friends.
But all too soon, it was over. The graduates had entered a new














David J. Sargent, President
Congratulations to the class of 1994! As you reach this
gnificant milestone in your life, I hope you feel the pride
id satisfaction of an important accomplishment. I hope,
)wever, that you also feel the weight of the responsibility
hich, as Suffolk University graduates, unavoidably falls
1 your shoulders.
Your time at Suffolk University has been the era of
ikhail Gorbachev and Boris Yeltsin, of F.W. DeKlerk and
9lson Mandela, of Yitzhak Rabin and Yasser Arafat.
Dlitical courage, it seems, is contagious. Gorbachev set a
!W course for a system that had failed its people in
idamental ways, and his resolve emboldened others to
eak with conventional wisdom for potential constructive
change. Each subsequent resolute action inspired - and
inspires - others. Such lonely and unpopular "civic
courage", insists the philosopher William James, should
be the principal virtue to which nations should rear their
monuments.
It has been our aim that, among the contributions
Suffolk University has instilled in you, there should be the
judgement and resolve that is the germ of "civic courage".
During your tenure here, it has been the University's goal
to combine the humanity, integrity and energy of you and
your faculty, administration and alumni colleagues in ways
that make and keep the institution a genuine community of
learners. We have tried, throughout your time at Suffolk, to
prepare you and challenge you - as students and now as
graduates - to shape the world in ways unencumbered by
historic assumptions of irreconcilability; to embrace and
savor the rich diversity of our human community; and to
recognize, respect and seek to extend the domain of
excellence with which the University strives to surround
itself.
As you move into the ranks of the University's more than
40,000 alumni, I feel confident that we have prepared you
to find in yourselves the strength, civic courage, and skill to
fulfill what William James describes as the "one
unconditional commandment":
That we should seek incessantly so to vote
and to act as to bring about the very largest
total universe of good which we can see.
To each and every one of you, I want to express my
thanks for your endeavors during your career at Suffolk
University, my hopes for your physical, spiritual, ethical
and material well-being, and my earnest desire that you





A MESSAGE TO SUFFOLK
Dear Class of 1994:
I have spent a great deal of time thinking and pondering over what exactly should go into a "Letter to
the Graduating Class". I also have spent time talking to fellow seniors about what they would want to see
in this letter. Since I'm not exactly sure what I should be writing and you're not exactly sure what you'd
like to read, I decided to create a list of phrases which bring back memories of Suffolk and the past four
years that we've spent here. Hopefully you will be able to relate to many of these memories . . .
. . . The first of many Freshman/Transfer Orientation "Welcome Speeches", especially the one from
a little woman who had far too much energy for 8:00 o'clock in the morning . .
.
. . . The moment you realized that the Fenton Lounge looked like your basement at home, (especially
after a party) . . .
. . . The way you felt just before your very first college class . .
.
. . . The way you felt just after your very first college final . . .
. . . The first time you went out with anyone from Suffolk . . .
. . . The home basketball game on our very own basketball court, watching the person in the official
mascot uniform (was it a Ram outfit or was it a Cow?) . . .
. . . The time a professor took an Interest in you, the person, rather than just a student in class . .
.
. . . The confusion you felt when you tried to locate your science lab room in the Archer building,
especially after you went from the first floor to the third floor and didn't see the second floor. How
did that happen . . .
. . . Trying to talk with President Sargent during his open office hours while trying to get as much of
a view of Boston as possible (without being noticeable) . . .
. . . Walking through the Boston Common during the different seasons. Fall: looking at the turning
leaves. Winter: looking at the lights on the trees. Spring: looking and feeling relief at all of the green
. . . The day you realized that Beacon Hill is a lot steeper when coming from an afternoon at the Red
Hat . .
.
. . . The first time you had a group project and all the members of your group participated . . .
. . . Feeling that although the 7th and 8th floors in the Sawyer Building are only one floor apart, that
it feels like miles . . .
. . . Realizing that as soon as a book leaves the bookstore, depreciation sets in at around 90% . . .
. . . Wondering why they call Chicago the windy city after coming around the corner of the Sawyer
Building . .
.
. . . Solving the dilemma of whether or not to walk down Bowdoin Street or cut across the State House
Park . .
.
. . . Feeling like you are the star of a deodorant commercial when you are the eleventh person on the
Sawyer elevator . .
.
. . . Enjoying yourself at your first Program Council "Ratt" (Rattskellar) . . .
. . . How it felt not to have to pick up your registration packet during your last semester at Suffolk . .
.
. . . The range of emotions you feel when you walked across the stage of the Wang Center, with degree
in hand and memories intact . .
.
It was an honor and a privilege for me to serve as your President this past year. I have learned a
lot from you and I hope that I've passed along a few memories as well. Our years at Suffolk are ones
which will never be replaced. I'll always hold them close to my heart and I hope you will too. Until
our class reunion . . .
Sincerely,
Michelle McGinn,
President of the Student Government Association
Senior Class Representative, 1993-1994
48 Letter from SGA President
'o my fellow students:
As we close the chapter of our college careers, for most of us, we will embark on the job
vorld. Of course, through the many lengthy and nerve racking interviews, one question that
ve will have to answer is the question of experience.
Experience is not only on the job. Suffolk is the experience that we will take with us, along
i/ith our diploma and student loans. However, Suffolk has been a series of challenges that
nake up the whole "college experience."
For most of us, we have dealt with our toughest challenges, whether in the classroom or
>n the job. We have juggled classes, jobs, extra curricular activities, and a social and family
fe. We have had to stress over the bad grades, missed deadlines, and the realizations that
might take us five years instead of four to graduate. We all slept through orientation,
ontinuing orientation, and the exit interviews.
We have helped friends through breakups, encouraged them to make new friends, studied
ite in the Sawyer Library and at the Red Hat and partied after, and we also lost friends due
} arguments or whatever fate brought to them.
We also have been blessed with the understanding teacher who gives us an extension
^hen our computer crashes, skipping a class to hit a great sale at downtown crossing or
anging out in Derne Street Deli.
We have blown off steam at Suffolk dances, Rats, formats and parties. We have done a
now dance hoping for a snow day to avoid handing in that tough paper. We have had to crawl
p that hill to get to that 5:30 class we really didn't want to go to anyway after a "quick visit" to
le infamous "Red Hat."
We also have rejoiced over such things as marriage and children and sobbed through
agedy such as illness, divorce and deaths. We will take these times with us, because without
lem, we would not be the successful Suffolk graduates that we are.
It is these experiences that have shaped our lives. We take with us the experiences of
xcelling to great heights, accomplishing what was thought impossible, and breaking through
le glass roof of our limits.
If, being the Beacon Yearbook editor, I could leave you with one thought this year, I say
> you this: Cherish these college experiences, whether good or bad, because they are worth







If we all think back to Orientation,
we'll remember that famous "Get in-
volved in activities" talk.
But if we take a look at the pages
to follow, we'll see how much fun ac-
tivities at Suffolk really are.
There are activities for everyone.
For those enjoying lectures, we had
Susie Landolphi speak. We've also had
public awareness events such as AIDS
Quilt and Dead Day, which promoted
Drunk Driving awareness.
Many people got to cut up the floor
with Country Line Dancing, PC Rats
and the Holiday Party and Spring Ball.
For those science and creative
Leadership Retreat
Not often do a group of ded-
icated student leaders get a
chance to come together for a
common cause and end up with
a smashing success. Well, this
year's student leadership re-
treat proved that students, ad-
visors and faculty can work to-
gether effectively and reach
long term goals that please
members and students alike.
Student leaders from Stu-
dent Government Association,
Council of Presidents, Program
Council, Beacon Yearbook,
Black Student Union and other
clubs and organizations braved
a whole weekend with each oth-
er. This experience bonded stu-
dents together from all differ-
ent clubs and organizations.
The retreat was held at Sar-
gent Camp during the weekend
of October 15th, 1994, and with
its wide pastures gave the stu-
dent leaders an opportunity to
test out leadership skills with
obstacles. Students had to do
such activities as cross over logs
to more advanced interactive
exercises. One example was
leading a group of blindfolded
student leaders through the
woods with speaking. Sargent
Camp's staff was very pleased
with the way students figured
out how to communicate with-
out actually having to speak.
Student Activity Assistant
Directors Jeannette Hixon and
Louis Pellegrino were wel-
comed with open arms by the
students as their interactive
break out sessions taught stu-
dents about self respect and
teamwork. Communications
Professor and Student Govern-
ment Advisor Vicki Karns cul-
minated the weekend by tying
the group together in an exer-
cise involving a ball of yarn and
a lot of group fun.
The success of this year's re-
treat has been seen all over
campus as students and faculty
unite together in a way that has
never been seen before.
— Chris Todino
S.G.A. members plan strategies for the
upcoming year to help the student body
on current issues.^
IT
Student leaders establish teamwork in overcoming this obstacle; this is the goa
of the retreat.V
Program Council President, Candi Tu-
plin updates her members on the events
planned for the year.-^
B.S.U. members, Diane Clark, Tamika Corriea, Nichola Whitmore, and Kert
Williams strike a pose for the camera.
A
52 Leadership Retreat
Mike Trottier and Stephanie Snow discuss hot issues. Getting involved with
the Government!
With free food and gifts, the
Student Government Associa-
tion (SGA) attracted a sizeable
crowd to its Open House on Feb.
3 in the Fenton Lounge. This
Open House was held in the
hopes of increasing the aware-
ness of the student body of what
SGA represents.
SGA mailed invitations to
each member of the student
body inviting them to the event.
To gain entrance into the Open
House, students were required
to show their invitation to the
SGA members who were sta-
tioned at a desk outside the
Fenton Lounge entrance. Stu-
dents who filled out a SGA
questionnaire also became eli-
gible to win free Suffolk sport
T-shirts, courtesy of the Suffolk
Bookstore.
The Open House was also an
opportunity for students to meet
their SGA representatives and
talk about any problems or con-
cerns they might have. In the
hopes of talking to as many stu-
dents as they could, SGA mem-
bers roamed the room and min-




Candi Tuplin, PC President and Donna
Schmidt must be talking about the new
curriculum changes.A
The welcoming banner for all students
wandering in the Fenton lounge for the
SGA Open House •^^
Mary D'Alba, Beacon Yearbook Edi-
tor, and Anne Condon. SGA member
practice for their senior portraits.^
SGA Open House 53
It's Raining Cash!!!
The wild and wacky
Blizzard of Bucks
game show made its first
appearance at Suffolk
University on Oct. 12,
1993. The hilarious game
show had contestants
completing crazy stunts
for the chance to win up
to $500 in the money ma-
chine.
Several contests were
held to eliminate contes-
tants who hoped to get the
chance to step into the co-
lossal money machine.
Some contestants had to
show style and pizzazz as
they danced to jamming
music. Other students
competed to see who could
stuff the most marshmal-
lows in their mouth or eat
a pie the quickest without
using their hands. The host
even turned the contes-
tants back to infancy,
making each contestant
drink orange juice from a
baby bottle.
The host jeered the con-
testants as they competed
for the chance to step in
the money machine. Lou
Pellegrino, Dean of Stu-
dents Nancy Stoll, and
SGA Vice President Efren
Hidalgo were the judges
for the competition.
After the final round,
there was a winner. Mike
Spence had the chance to
step into the gigantic
money machine and grab
as much money as he
could in the little time he
had. The money was flow-
ing freely inside the mon-
ey machine as Spence
frantically grabbed as
much cash as he could.
When the machine
stopped, Spence stepped
out with a dazzling smile,
holding 85 dollars.
The Blizzard of Bucks,
which was sponsored by
Program Council, really
did create a storm at Suf-
folk University!
by Dayna Venuti
Let the games begin!!!A
54 Blizzard of Bucks

The Names Project remembers those who have fallen to the AIDS virus
The Names Project
The lobby of the Sawyer
Building was the location where
the AIDS quilt came to Suffolk
University. Last year, the AIDS
quilt also appeared at Suffolk
but was shown at the Ridgeway
Gymnasium.
Each piece of the quilt rep-
resents a memorium to a person
who has died as a result of
AIDS or from complications
connected to the illness. These
quilts are designed to ensure
that the person who has died is
never forgotten.
Suffolk students were visibly
moved by the quilts. Many
stopped and looked at the var-
ious quilts that were placed
strategically on the walls. It was
hard not to be moved by the
poignant statements made on
the quilts.
As a sign of support, there
were also T-shirts, sweatshirts,
buttons, and pins available that
people could buy as a lasting
tribute to the victims of AIDS.
Information, in the form of
handouts and paraphernalia,
was also available for interested
people.
By bringing back the AIDS
quilt, Suffolk acknowledges the
magnitude of the AIDS prob-
lem. With this gesture, Suffolk
again cements itself as a leader





Some of the display of AIDS Quilts.A
One of the members of the project waits to answer students questions.
PROJLCl
56 The AIDS Quilt
The Beacon Yearbook sings praises of the holiday spirit.
Council of Presidents promote unity for the world.
Snow in the Student
Activities Building
What's all this decorating
going on? Suffolk sure is in the
school spirit. Of course, this is
the annual tradition of the door
decorating contest. Every year,
participating clubs and organ-
izations decorate their doors in
the utmost Suffolk University
coolest and most original ways.
This year, many clubs and
organizations worked hard to
be creative and original, and for
Council of Presidents, the hard
work paid off. First prize went
to COP for promoting unity for
the world.
The fourth floor of the Stu-
dent Activities Building won for
the best decorated floor. It was
a colorful explosion of tinsel,
garland, dolls, candy, and much
red and green. The fourth floor
of Student Activities consists of
WSFR, WSUB, APO, TKE,
The Cheering Club, and the In-
ternational Students Associa-
tion.
As in many other ways, Suf-
folk University's school and
Christmas spirit shined.
— Mary D'Alba
Venture Literary Magazine— what else
do we need to say ?A
Program Council hopes to get all kinds




Kickin' up some heels!
The spectacular, instructive
Country Line Dancing,
danced its way to Suffolk Uni-
versity on October 20, 1993 in
the Sawyer Cafeteria.
The instructor was the out-
rageous Ansy Limoli, who
searched for eager volunteers to
strut their stuff. He looked and
looked until he noticed one re-
petitive thing. Everyone was
looking away from him. This
was one shy crowd at first.
Then program Council mem-
bers silently volunteered, and
before you knew it, the dance
formed an original line of its
own. The line dancing didn't
consist of just learning. It gets
better. There were prizes in-
volved!
And exactly what did one
have to do to dance their way
to a prize? Exactly that: Dance,
Dance, Dance!! The person who
could country line dance with
the most spirit and style was the
winner of a $25 gift certificate.
So let the dancing begin!!
Who will the winner be? Are
you ready? One, two, three, let
the dancing be for us to see.
The first contestant was the
rowdy Rashita. The audience
was going wild as Rashita com-
bined rap and country to equal
cool, hip-hop moves.
The second contestant had
the cowgirl in her, but not
enough to bump Rashita off the
spotlight. The winner of course
was the one and only Rashita,
known as the country rap girl!!
The Country Line Dance,
which was sponsored by pro-
gram Council, sure did have
everybody getting their dancing
shoes on! It was a great show
brought forth by fantastic par-
ticipation from the audience.
— Dayna Venuti
Look at those hip movements!^
Ansy Limoli gives some instructions to
the attentive dancers.A
"Ok, which foot do I kick with?"^
60 Country Line Dancing
Suffolk students examine the gravestones of the "dead."T Return of the living
dead
The highlight of Suffolk's
Alcohol Awareness week
was "Dead Day." Selected stu-
dents and faculty members
posed as "dead" for the day.
They dressed all in black, wore
buttons announcing their
deaths, and were not allowed to
talk at all that day. It was as if
they were not there at all.
Tombstones with the names
of the dead were erected in the
Sawyer lobby. It was an eerie
reminder of the seriousness of
alcohol abuse to walk through
and see the names of those we
all knew on tombstones. Not
being able to communicate with
them only made the message all
the more powerful.
Among the dead were Dean
of Students Nancy Stoll, SGA
President Michelle McGinn,
Suffolk Journal Editor Gordon
Glenn, and Donna Schmidt,
Director of Student Activities.
Many of the "dead" were cho-
sen because they are people who
Suffolk students know and see
around campus. The idea was
to show that no one is immune




)i>{ ^ ric „ .
Some of the gravestones to remind the Suffolk community that no one is immune
from alcohol abuse.
^
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Happy Birthday to Mickey! Suffolk
threw its own party for Disney's favorite
character.
If you happened to walk by the quiet
lounge in the Student Activities Building,
you would find it was anything but quiet.
There were many students enjoying the food
and drink provided. There wsa also a deli-
cious cake in the Mickey Mouse shape for all
to taste.
The quiet lounge was transformed into a
tribute to Mickey Mouse. There were
Mickey Mouse ballons, disney music, and
pictures of Mickey Mouse on the walls.
For all who stopped by, it was like being
a kid again. Remember the song?
M...I...C...
-MaryR.D'RIba
n act worthy of Ringling BrotherslV
Condomonium at
C. Walsh Theatre
On Nov. 30, Boston native
and comedienne, Suzi Landol-
phi gave a hysterical perform-
ance for the student body, fac-
ulty, and administration in the
C. Walsh Theatre. Landolphi
has appeared on several tele-
vision talk shows including
"Maury Povich" and "Geral-
do" and was expecting to do her
own comedy special for Home
Box Office (HBO).
Landolphi, known widely as
the first condom store owner in
the United States, stirred up the
crowd with an energetic show.
Her aim was to entertain stu-
dents while at the same time
sending out messages about safe
sex and AIDS awareness.
The overall response to Lan-
dolphi's show from students was
positive and the most remem-
bered part of her act was plac-
ing a condom entirely over one
student's head and later, bal-
ancing her entire body on an-
other student's arms to prove a
point about trust. The students
left the auditorium wanting
more.
— N.E. Escobar
One way to practice safe sex? A
Suffolk Journal critic. Justin Greico.
goes head-to-head with Landolphi.-^
Suzi Landolphi 63
The Halloween spirit over-
came Suffolk students and fac-
ulty when the second annual
Program Council "Haunted
Halloween Rat" was held in the
Sawyer Cafeteria. In honor of
the event, the cafeteria was
decorated in a festive manner
as befitting the occasion.
Although costumes were not
required to attend the event,
which was sponsored by Pro-
gram Council, many spirited
students and faculty members
arrived as both traditional and
fictional characters.
A costume contest was held
to award prizes for best cos-
tumes. The first place winners
were Program Council mem-
bers Helen Spignese and John
BOO!
Smolinsky as a pair of jokers.
Tina Pacheco also received a
prize for her unique twist on the
traditional ghost costume.
The Walt Disney movie
"Aladdin" proved to be a pop-
ular inspiration for many of the
people in attendance. A "Prin-
cess Jasmine" flew in on her
magic carpet to join the fun.
Joining "Princess Jasmine" at
the Rat was a "priest" who in-
stead of trying to convert the
partygoers to the way of God
seemed more intent on dancing.
What was going on there . . .
there . . .
A contest, put together by
Justin Grieco, tested people's
knowledge on horror movies.
There were two rounds of com-
What will the future bring? Fortun
Teller, Jennifer Whitlock, used he
"ghostly powers" to foretell the fu
ture.V
Donna Schmidt (jailbird), Gloria Rose
Coursey (Pirate), Rima El-Hoss (jail-
bird), Arlene Santiago, Siria Vasquez
(clown), and Jeannette Hixon (Crest).
What a bunch!A
A popular theme is Halloween was Walt
Disney's "Aladdin." April dressed as
"Princess Jasmin," who flew into Suf-
folk on her "magic carpet" to join the
fun>
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petition and the winner of the
two first rounds met in the fi-
nals. The two finalists compet-
ed neck and neck, trying to an-
swer the challenging questions
presented by Grieco. The win-
ner won by answering just one
more question correctly, that
was how close a contest it was.
As always, there was plenty
of free food and beverages for
all those people who were work-
ing up a sweat dancing to the
music supplied by Rich Obey,
the disc jockey. For those with
a thirsf for something stronger,
beer and wine coolers (for those
21 or older) were available for
only a dollar.
— Stephaine Snow
Helen Spigneese and John Smokinsky were the proud first place winners of thj
costume contest. What a pair of jokers. (Captions by Jennifer Whitlock) A
Nuclear science? No, it's the first annual Suffolk University Egg DroplV
Eggs Away!!!
Friday, Nov. 19, the Depart-
ment of Physics and Engineer-
ing held the first ever Egg Drop
in Suffolk history. The drop,
held in the Ridgeway Gym,
made contestants design con-
tainers that would hold their
eggs without breaking.
The judges for the event were
Dean Peter Sartwell, Lou Pel-
igrino, Dr. Walter Johnson, and
Professor Paul McCormick.
Prizes were handed out. A $ 1 00
first place went to Vitaly Van-
churin, $75 and second place
went to Dan McGaffigan while
the $50 third prize was shared
by Lorraine Palmer and Kevin
Lombardi.
While staff of the Depart-
ment of Physics and Engineer-
ing claim that there was "no
motive" for the event other than
to get students to think "crea-
tively about physics and engi-
neering," a good time was had
by all. Council of Presidents
plans to sponsor another Egg
Drop next year.
— N.E. Escobar
An eggs-traordinary design, Kevin!
Did I win?A
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Dancin' & Dinin' 50's Style Marco Uriarte and Arlene Santiago dance together.T
These students have had some great eatin' at What are Kert, Greg, Chris, Marco, and
the Suffolk Cafe.V Rob pointing atlTW





cast poses for a shot after Kelly Lynn Chasse and Arlene Santia-
the crowd.T go show off their singing talents.'
Suffolk Cafe
Rock 'n Roll music blared
from the jukebox.
Swarms of bodies clad in poodle
skirts, leather jackets, and jeans
twisted around the checkered
dance floor. The enticing aro-
ma of hamburgers and French
fries teased the air. Excited
chatter clashed with popular
tunes to create an atmosphere
typical of the '50s.
On December 3, 1993, the
Council of Presidents creatively
transformed the Suffolk cafe-
teria into a '50's cafe. From 6:30
to midnight, students, faculty,
and guests danced to popular
'50's tunes, and enjoyed free
food and live entertainment.
Members of the Council of
Presidents, Program Council,
and the Student Government
Association performed skits
from the popular t.v. show
"Welcome Back Kotter," and
the hit movie "Grease." Each
skit was a different part of the
"movie" directed by Kelly
Chasse and her assistant Siria
Vasquez.
The opening act featured
three waitresses and a chef
singing and dancing to the song,
"Respect." The fun ended for
the "hired help" when Kelly and
Siria stomped across the stage,
demanding the scene be reen-
acted. After a scene from
"Welcome Back Kotter" was
performed, Kelly Chasse and
Rob Prezioso sang the song,
"Beauty School Dropout."
Then, the group performed their
main dance, "Hand Jive," fol-
lowed by a few scenes from
"Grease."
In between the skits, Ham-
burgers, French Fries, and sal-
ad were served by a couple staff
of waitresses and waiters, in full
'50's style uniforms. When the
plates were cleared, students,
faculty, and guests stormed the
dance floor, and revived "the
twist" and other long-forgotten
dances of the '50's. Every year,
the Council of Presidents spon-
sors a dinner dance, each one
with a different theme. When
asked how the group decided on
the "Suffolk Cafe" theme,
CO. P. president, Kelly Chasse,
revealed that the idea sparked
from the '60's party which was
being held in the Hard Rock
Cafe. The Suffolk '50's cafe was
meant to be a spin-off from the
shows "Happy Days,"
"Grease," and "Laverne and
Shirley." Kelly also revealed
that the annual dinner-dance
was a way of "bringing all the
groups together to work on one
common thing, while opening
the lines of communication."
— Jennifer Whitlock
^Candi Tulpin shows her Suffolk spirit. Members of Program Council are actually wait-







It's that time of year again.
Suffolk students are franti-
cally running around tidying up
last minute assignments and
papers. Snow is falling, holiday
spirit is in the air, and Suffolk
students are still trying to make
the hill for the final week of
classes and finals.
But once finals are done,
make way for Program Coun-
cil's annual Holiday Party! Fri-
day, December 17, 1993,
brought out many friends and
classmates all dolled up and
looking good after the last final
had been handed in. The Sher-
aton Hotel in Boston hosted over
200 Suffolk students and
friends to dance off those win-
ter blahs.
This year's party had a Ha-
waiian Holiday theme. It made
us all wish we had a beach to
lie on. But Program Council
planned a hot time for all who
attended.
Students left behind jeans
and sweatshirts for party dress-
es and suits. For the ladies, red
and black crushed velvet was a
hit along with several versions
of the "Indecent Proposal" dress
from the popular movie. Guys
were sporting lots of different
color suits and tuxes with wild
ties. Quite a difference from the
hallways of Suffolk!
Hot food and cool drink were
served to calm everyone's ap-
petite before they tore up the
dance floor to a jammin' beat.
Groups of friends jumped
around on the dance floor and
we saw some Suffolk friends
cuddling on the dance floor to
a much-too-short slow song.
Many of us saw people we
hadn't talked to all semester and
much laughing and joking was
going on during the rests be-
tween songs.
But all too soon, it was the
end of another Holiday party.
The last song came around fast.
Where did all the time go? We
were having so much fun!
It goes to show, Program
Council hosted yet another suc-
cessful Holiday party for Suf-
folk students to enjoy at the end
of a long semester!
— Mary D'Alba
Tom McLaughlin, Chris Kingston,
Maria Gnerre, Nancy Sodano, and Joe
Amico still have smiles after finals are
over.A
One of the many beautifully decorated







Rock & Roll at Suffolk University! The
first ever Suffolk Palozza was held on Febru-
ary 18, 1994 in the C. Walsh Theatre. The
Palozza was held to benefit children with
AIDS.
The idea for the Suffolk Palozza was
thought of by Chris Fenner and Steve Hunt,
both juniors at Suffolk and members of the
band Dusthead. With the help of Program
Council, The Dean of Students Office,
Health Services, Health Careers Club, The
Suffolk Journal, and the Student Govern-
ment Association, Suffolk Palozza raised
over 500 dollars with 1 50 students attending.
The bands participating were duck and
cover, Bowser Brennan, Dusthead, jigsaw
and Shawn McKinnon, the man with no
band. There was a mixture ofmuch different
tastes of music from pure rock and roll to
blues.
The crowd enjoy every minute of this rock
& roll extravaganza for a great cause.
Mary R. D RIba
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The Year of the Dog
Wah Lum Kung Fu Athletic Association Inc. puts on an exciting martial arts
display for the crowd.
On Friday, February 4,
1994, the Suffolk Uni-
versity Asian American Asso-
ciation (AAA) celebrated its
annual event, the Chinese New
Year celebration. While many
countries celebrate the New
Year on the first of the year,
some ancient cultures often cel-
ebrate the Lunar calendar. The
Chinese Lunar calendar in 1994
is symbolized by the dog, the
1 1th animal in a 12 animal cy-
cle. Other animals include the
horse, rat, pig, and monkey.
For the evening, AAA trans-
formed the Sawyer Cafeteria
into a colorful display of red and
gold streamers, balloons, and
decorations. The entertainment
was a lion dance and a martial
arts presentation by Wah Lum
Kung Fu Athletic Association
Inc., directed by chief instruc-
tor Sifu Bob Rosen, with vari-
ous techniques of self-defense.
Later, the audience enjoyed
some delicious Chinese food,
catered by Hung King Restau-
rant from Randolph, Ma. A DJ
provided funky hip-hop and
house music. The diverse mix-
ture of students, faculty, and
guests enjoyed an evening they
would not forget.
— Kert Williams
Kert Williams and friend relax after a
hectic time of planning.
A
One of the spectacular marital arts dis-
plays for the crowd.
74 Chinese New Year
Karen Mungal, Jamie Guinan, Eric Ryan and friends enjoy the night together^
Chinese New Year 75
Scientific Bonds
Science is always changing and rearranging.
Many think that scientists always have their head
stuck in a book. Not true! One example of this is the
Science Banquet. Every year, the science depart-
ments, Physics and Engineering, Chemistry, Biology,
Psychology, and Math and Computer Science get
together to celebrate the sciences and the ending of
school year. Over 200 members of the respective
science departments attended.
This year, the science banquet was held on April
8, 1994 at Anthony's Pier 4. This year, the science
banquet was sponsored by the American Chemical
Society. There were many students and faculty from
all the departments. All that attended enjoyed a
scrumptious meal and great conversation.
Dean Michael Ronayne, former chairman of the
Chemistry department, spoke to the guests about
great things that were happening in the university,
especially the science departments. This year's pre-
sentation consisted of the keynote speaker, a distin-
guished professor in biochemistry from Harvard,
discussing the dangers of drug and alcohol abuse
and it's effects on the brain.
After the presentation, many students and faculty
wandered out on the dance floor while others
mingled. Sean Hart, president ofthe American Chemi-
cal Society, and Dr. Doris Lewis, advisor to the
American Chemical Society, talked to all the guests
and thanked them for making the event so successful.






S.G.A fJEFDS YUU! Family unity
Families come in all shapes and sizes. And, if you
ask a family member when is one of the times he feels
the most pride for anothermember, he will say its when
family members do well
.
The Black Student Union, with cosponsorship
from the Council of Presidents, held annual Family
Night. Family Night is designed to show pride in
BSU's families and also to show adults how the youth
feel about their families. This year's Family Night was
held on April 1 , 1 994 in the Sawyer Cafeteria.
Students from the Paige Academy Elementary
School in Roxbury were invited again this year. They
gave an excellent and energetic performance ofAfri-
can traditional dances. These students were also
invited to participate in a contest in which they wrote
essays describing what their families meant to them.
Every person who entered received a trophy and a $50
savings bond.
Wonderful Caribbean and African American food
was served and comedian Chris Tabb entertained the
crowd. There were also recognition awards given by
BSU to various faculty members and departments for
supporting and assisting the BSU in its successful
year.
What a wonderful event to end another successful









Students strive to be the best in their aca-
demics. They toil night after night studying and
preparing reports for the highGPAs at the end
ofthe semester.
At the end of the year, Suffolk University
recognizes students for all their hard work and
dedication. RecognitionDay is held annually to
honorandrecognize all students for their strives
to be the best.
On April 26, 1 994 in the C. Walsh Theatre,
Dean Michael Ronayne ofthe College ofLib-
eral Arts and Sciences and Dean John Brennan
ofthe School ofManagement, along with the
chairman ofthe respective departments, hon-
ored students who have won scholarships and
worked hard to get into honor societies.
After the awards ceremonies, family and
friendsjoined faculty and staffin the Ridgeway
Gym to have refreshments and congratulate all




Part time and evening students have hectic
schedules and usually full timejobs to go with
them. Many part time and evening students
take longer to finish their degrees, but they
work equally hard as full time students to fulfill
their dreams and hopes. That's why the
Evening Division Students Association, other-
wise known as EDSA, recognizes part time
and evening students for all the hard work and
academic achievements at the annual Recogni-
tion Night.
This year, Recognition Night was held on
April 29, 1 994 at the World Trade Center in
Boston. Many students gather togetherfrom
the School ofManagement and the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences to recognize and
congratulate each other on jobs well done
during the year.
Dean Michael Ronayne of the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences and Dean John
Brennan ofthe School ofManagement along
with the members ofEDSAjoined together to





Family Night is a tradition for Suffolk University.
This year, Program Council kept that tradition and
held Family Night, otherwise known as Cruise Night,
on February 26, 1 994 at the Boston Park Plaza HoteL
There was a chance to have a cruise photo taken
when the guests first arrived. After everyone was
settled, the bingo game started. Prizes were given to
the lucky few to get bingo first. During the delicious
dinner, acapella groups from Suffolk University and
Boston University entertained us.
After dinner, we moved onto the "deck" to play
some miniature golf. There was also a casino set up
with Black Jack and Roulette for people to try their
luck and win! Winning gave all the chance to win
prizes such as dinner to the Top of The Hub and
Suffolk sweatshirts. Finally, it was time to tear up the
dance floor!



















Vice President, Lothy Jeudy
AAA board:
President Kert A. Williams






The Passing of the Gavel from one execu-
tive board to another is a special occasion. It
shows a confidence of the outgoing board to
the new board. It shows a new year full of
interesting ideas and events. It carries the
spirit and pride ofthe organization each year.
This years African American, Hispanic,
Asian, Native American, (AHANA) and
Haitian students passed the gavel on April
20th in the Munce Conference Room, Ar-
cher 1 10. The Office of the President/Multi
Cultural Affairs sponsored the event.
Members of The Black Student Union
(BSU), The Asian American Association
(AAA), Suffolk University Hispanic Asso-
ciation (SUHA), and The Haitian American
Student Association (HASA) passed the
gavel to the new boards.
A reception followed the Passing of the
Gavels. It was a wonderful ending to a





Finals are over! Now it's time to have fun. The
annual Spring Ball, formerly known as the Com-
mencement Ball, was held on May 13, 1994 at the
Boston Park Plaza Hotel. Program Council spon-
sored another successful event for the Suffolk Uni-
versity community to enjoy.
There was much glitter and glitz of pretty party
dresses and, of course, the men were in classic black
tuxedos and suits. The night was full of festivity and
relaxation while students actually had a chance to
unwind and talk about other things than classes over
dinner. The pictures that were taken would look
great in the complementary frames provided.
After dinner, the dance floor opened up and many
students and faculty danced away. There was slow
songs so dates could get close. Lots of shoes were
kicked off for maximum dance moves.
At the end of the night, Program Council spon-
sored a raffle bursting with prizes such as Suffolk
hats, sweatshirts and keychains with some lucky few
winning tickets to plays and dinner at Top of the Hub.
But, all too soon, the night was over. All who





If you're wandering by the Sawyer Caf-
eteria on a Friday afternoon, you may be
wondering what all the noise is.
Well, wonder no more. It's the Program
Council Rathskellers! The Rathskellers are
otherwise known as Rats. Many Fridays will
be reserved for students to go to the cafeteria
for fun, dancing, prizes, and meeting up with
friends after a tough week.
Some of this year's themes of Rats were
the Beach Rat, Kareoke Rat, Spirit Rat, and
the Halloween Rat. The Beach Rat had the
feel of summer! There were beach balls and
palm trees to remind us that summer was
coming. The Kareoke Rat had some shy
talents working up courage to sing their
hearts out for prizes. The Spirit Rat saw
Suffolk's pride for the Rams sports teams
and Suffolk University. The Halloween Rat
had many students dressing as ghosts and
goblins to spook their friends.
So, before you leave campus on a Friday,
stop by the Sawyer Cafeteria. Or you might
say, "Oh, Rats!"





Ever wonder what that building connected
to the Fenton Building with the 28 on it is? Well, -stop
on in to the Student Activities Building. It' s a place
full of activity and fun with lots of friendly students.
If you wonder into the basement, you will see the
hardworking members of the Suffolk Journal, the
student newspaper, the Beacon Yearbook, and the
Venture Literary Magazine. If you have a story idea
or poem, this is the place to go.
The first floor of the Student Activities Building has
the Student Activities Office. The cheerful staff of
the student activities office can help you find a club
or organization to join and give you information on
upcoming events.
The second floor consists of the Campus Ministry,
which can give information and help when needed.
Program Council is stationed on this floor working
hard to plan Rats and lectures. The Evening Division
Students Association works on helping evening and
part-time students get the information and the sup-
port they need.
On the third floor, you will see the Student
Government Association working on current issues
and the Council of Presidents planning events to
make the community aware of different cultures and
issues facing college students. The Women's Center
also helps with information on women's issues and
awareness of problems they may face. The Black
Student Union is busy planning events to educate
the community on African American Culture.
On the fourth floor, you will find WSFR,
Suffolk Free Radio, playing tunes andWSUB , Suffolk
University Broadcasting, taping evnets and editing
tape. Alpha Phi Omega and Tau Kappa Epsilion, the
fraternities on campus, are planning service events to
help others. The Cheering Club is getting together to
keep up the pride in Suffolk. The International
Students Association is working on events to bring
issues of international students to light. There is so
much activity in the Students Activities Building.






When starting at Suffolk, graduation seems so far
away. Senior year seems to fly though and for those
who were graduating were reminded by Program
Council during the "100 days to graduation" lun-
cheon.
There was much food and fun in the Fenton
Lounge. The Lounge was full of seniors taking about
plans for the future and catching up with those they
haven't seen since freshman year. There were even
underclassman talking to seniors about what being
a senior was all about.
There was plenty of food and drink for guests to
enjoy. Many also got a chance to sign the " 1 (X) days
of graduation" banner to leave behind their legacy.
Though the time at Suffolk seemed to go fast for
many, the "100 days to graduation" luncheon re-




Are there any honors societies on campus? Who
are those Archer Fellows anyway? Archer Fellows
are members of the CLAS honors society. Many of
the members are so busy, they don't have time to get
to know each other. But that' s why there is the annual
Archer Fellow Luncheon.
The Archer Fellow Luncheon is sponsored by the
CLAS Dean's Office. This year, the Archer Fellow
Luncheon was in the President's Conference Room
on One Beacon Street. There were many students
who hadn't seen each other since freshman year and
this was a great chance to catch up while eating great
meals of lasagna and ziti.
Our friendly host, Jim Berhle, lead over 60 stu-
dents in a game of Jeopardy with categories such as
"Czech Literature", "Don't even try this", "Math",
and "English Literature." Students with right an-
swers were given "dollars" by the hostesses, Anne
Bartlett and Elizabeth Groom, and the winners won
gift certificates to the Suffolk Bookstore. The big
winner was Kerri Sweeney, a senior.











Ifyou everwondered how events get planned, how to bring
issues to the forefront, or how to get a hot story out to the
community, them you need tojoin one ofthe over50 clubs and
organizations on campus.
Even though there are so many organizations on campus,
you will be able to find one that you will fit into well. In fact, you
may find several!
The Student Government Association (SGA) isyourvoice
on campus. It works on such issues as tuition increases,
financial aid, and student awareness of administrative deci-
sions.
Council of Presidents (COP) is the governing body forover
30 clubs and organizations. COP plans many events in
cosponsorship with other organizations such as Gay and
Lesbian Alliance at Suffolk, Suffolk University HispanicAsso-
ciation, the Cheering Club, the Archer Fellow Club, and many
more. COP plans many fun events as well as public aware-
ness events. It encourages many clubs and organizations to
flourish in the Suffolk Community.
The mediaworks to provide information, news, music, and
creativity abound! The Beacon Yearbook is the memory book
on campus. The Suffolk Journal reports on week to week
events that happen on and off campus. WSFR, Suffolk Free
Radio, plays the hottest and newest tunes. WSUB, Suffolk
University Broadcasting, records many happenings and
broadcasts them all over.
Program Council (PC) plans many events for all to enjoy,
For example, PC has many lecturers such as Susie
Landolphi, the safer sex lecturer, speak. They also organize
all ofthe Rathskellers, the Friday night parties. PC sponsores
Family Night, the Holiday Ball, and the Spring Ball.
TheWomen's Centerand Campus Ministry helps students
ifthey need to talk tosomeone or get guidence. The Women's
Center works hard to promote women's issues and chal-
lenges. Campus Ministry is a shoulderfor students to lean on.
These organizations are sensitive to students' problems that
they have to deal with on a daily basis.
There are also the service fraternities, Tau Kappa Epsilon
(TKE) and Alpha Phi Omega (APO). These two fraternities do
service projects to help those less fortunate than all of us.
Clothing drives, clean up, and soup kitchens are some of the
projects TKE and APO promoted this year.
There are many organizations to choose from. Find one
that's right for you!
-MaryA. D'Alba
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Phi Omega (APO) is a unique organi-
zation. As Suffolk's co-ed service fraternity,
APO's mission is to plan and implement
service projects for the campus and local
communities.
On campus, Alpha Phi Omega sponsored
two Red Cross Blood Drives, assisted the
Office of Human Resources with their an-
nual Children's Holiday Party, asisted in the
planning of Alcohol Awareness Week, and
held to successful rush programs to recruit
new members to their organization.
Off campus, APO volunteered their time in
Boston's City Year Serve-A-Thon, and held
two service weekends at the Nobscott Boy
Scout Camp in Sudbury, MA.
Black Student Union,
The Black Student Union (BSU) works to pro-
mote the awareness, respect, and apprecia-
tion of African-American culture on campus
and in the country. In this very active year, the
BSU focused their energies on educational
programs for the campus and outreach into the
community.
Highlights of the Black Student Union's year
include sponsoring a dramatic portrayal of the
life of Frederick Douglas, a cultural film and
lecture series during Black History Month, an
historical tour of Washington, DC, and their
annual Family Night/Awards Ceremony.
The BSU has also spent a considerable
amount of time doing outreach into the Boston
community, and in particular has developed a
mentoring relationship with young schoolchil-
dren at the Paige Academy in Roxbury.
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.Council of Presidents
The Council of Presidents (COP) is actually
made up of representatives from more than
twenty individual student clubs and organiza-
tions on campus. The Council acts as a
resource for these organizations by assisting
groups in the planning of events, allocating
funds, and keeping the lines of communication
open between student leaders.
The cultural groups, academic clubs, and spe-
cial interest organizations that comprise COP
sponsored more events than can be listed
here. It was an extremely active and success-
ful year. In addition, the Council plays a major
role in the organization of Suffolk's annual
Cultural Unity Celebration, the College Bowl
Tournament, and this year hosted the "Suffolk
Cafe," a musical review of the 50's and 60's
performed by Suffolk's student leaders.
Criminology Club
In addition to being a very active organization
within the Council of Presidents, the Criminol-
ogy Club brought a mix of traditional and new
events to Suffolk University this year.
The Criminology Club hosted a variety of lec-
tures regarding criminal behavior, investiga-
tion, and law enforcement. Especially interest-
ing was a presentation on the latest break-
throughs in DNA fingerprinting, co-sponsored
by the Health Careers Club and the Pre-Law
Association.
The Criminology also held its second
Children's Crime and Safety Day. During this
event, school children from a local grammar
school were invited to campus to take part a
day-long series of educational workshops de-
signed to increase their awareness regarding
the dangers of crime anddrugsin their commu-
nities.
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Evening Division Student Association
The Evening Division Student Association (EDSA) is
the representative body of evening and part time
students at Suffolk. In this role, EDSA seeks
solutions to the problems and issues facing their
constituents, while providing opportunities for stu-
dents who attend evening classes to meet and get to
know each other.
While best known forthe monthly coffee breaks that
EDSA provides for evening students in the lobbies of
the Fenton and Sawyer buildings, this organization
also conducted a service project to benefit the elderly
in our community.
The highlight of EDSA's year is its annual Recogni-
tion Night. Held this year at Boston's World Trade
Center, dozens of evening and part time students
received awards for outstanding academic achieve-
ment and community service. Additionally, EDSA
awards annually awards scholarships to three stu-
dents who they feel best represent the evening/part
time student population at Suffolk.
Haitian American Student Association
Early in the fall semester, a group of dedicated
students began the process of forming a new
club on campus. By the end of the semester,
the Haitian American Student Association
(HASA) was officially recognized by the Under-
graduate Student Association and became
one of Suffolk's newest student organizations.
HASA did not wait long to get started bringing
high-quality events to campus which show-
cased the culture of Haiti. In addition to numer-
ous discussions and lectures about the politi-
cal situation in Haiti, HASA was also an active
contributor to the planning of Suffolk's annual
Cultural Unity Celebration. HASA ended its first
year as a student organization by bringing an
exciting cultural event to campus, complete
with authentic Haitian music, dancing, singing,
and food.
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9 Health Careers Club
In addition to educating interested students
about career opportunities and scientific
breakthroughs in health-related fields, the
Health Careers Club focused on educational
outreaches to the Suffolk community this year.
For the first time, the Health Careers Club,
working with other student groups, brought
AIDS Education Week to Suffolk. This event
consisted of a series of presentations and
lectures regarding not only the AIDS disease,
but also the social and medical implications of
AIDS in today's society. The Health Careers
Club also worked with the Criminology Club
and the Pre-Law Association to sponsor a
lecture on DNA fingerprinting, and was an
active member of the Council of Presidents.
International Student Association
The International Student Association is dedi-
cated to increasing the awareness of the Suf-
folk community regarding the many different
cultures represented among the students on
our campus. This organization also acts as a
resource for students from other countries
who are attending the university.
One of the highlights of the International Stu-
dent Association's year was their International
Food Festival, held in the Fenton Lounge. At
this event, students from all over the world
prepared meals that represented their cul-
tures, and shared this food with those who
attended. The Festival drew a huge crowd, but
the wait in the serving line was well worth the
experience.
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Program Council
The Program Council (PC) is Suffolk
University's largest social programming orga-
nization on campus, sponsoring a wide variety
of social, cultural, and educational events
throughout the year.
In addition to the many lunchtime events that
Program Council brings to the Sawyer cafete-
ria, they also host the monthly Friday afternoon
Rathskellers, each oriented around a different
theme. Each year, PC also holds the Suffolk
Tree Lighting Ceremony in Alumni Park, the
Temple Street Fair in the Spring, and campus
favorites such as the Holiday Party, Family
Night, and the end-of-the-year Spring Ball.
Program Council also provides dozens of stu-
dents with the opportunity to get involved in
campus life, develop their leadership skills,
and make a positive difference at Suffolk Uni-
versity.
Student Goverment Association
The Student Government Association (SGA) is the
representative body for all full time undergraduate
students at Suffolk University. The organization is
comprised of elected representatives from each
class, and led by an executive board of four officers.
This year, SGA focused on its outreach to its
constituents. The campus community participated
in several events designed to give students the
chance to meet their representatives, including an
SGA Open House and an Elections Convention held
in the Sawyer Cafeteria before the Spring elections.
Students were encouraged to bring their ideas and
concerns directly to SGA during their weekly meet-
ings, and the "Open Forum" period in each meeting
became more popularthan ever before.
The Student Government Association also played a
role in the creation of additional sections to spring
courses that were especially overcrowded in the fall.
tJT student government
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WSFR-Suffolk Free Radio
WSFR is a closed-circuit radio station that
broadcasts to various locations within the Uni-
versity. WSFR is completely student-run; stu-
dents schedule, produce, and broadcast ten
hours of live radio each weekday from their
studio on the fourth floor of the Student Activi-
ties Center.
This year, WSFR continued its tradition of
showcasing a diverse range of music in its
hour-iong radio shows. The station also
emerged as an active participant in campus
events, and provided the campus with public
service announcements regarding important
events taking place in the University commu-
nity. WSFR remains a favorite of the crowd in
the Fenton Lounge, and can also be heard in all
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122 Sports Openin;
The Celtics, who have produced the most recent championships for
Boston, suffered though theirworst season since 1978-79, the year prior
to the arrival ofLarry Bird.
The Garden's other tenants, the Bruins, had another strong regular
season and rallied in late March to clinch the fourth seed in the National
Hockey League's new playoffformat.
After an exhilarating victory in game seven that eliminated the rival
Montreal Canadians in the firstround, the Bruins,minus top scorerCam
Neely, fell in six games to the New Jersey Devils.
In other news, Boston sports fans could see the soon-to-be home of
the Celtic andBruins— the ShawmutCenter—taking shape before then-
eyes. The shell ofthe arena, which is scheduled toopen in the fall of 1995,
was quickly erected behind the existing Garden. Those commuting to
Suffolk from the North could check on its quick progress daily.
The Red Sox started offhot in 1993 and were to the race in June. But
the dog days of summer weren't kind to the Sox, as they quickly faded
from contention. Roger Clements had the worst year of his career, but
Mo Vaughan had a breakthrough year and became one of the Boston's
favorite athletes forboth his performanceon the field and his work in the
community.
In the off-season, the Sox and new general manager Dan Duquette
acquired leadoffhitterOtis Nixon,whowouldbecomeFenway Park's first
legitimate stolen base threat in over20 years. Nixon and the Sox started
offhot early in 1994, but once again began to slip as spring wore on into
summer.
The Patriots, despite a 5-1 1 record, probably brought the most hope
to Boston sports fan in the past year. A young team under the leadership
ofBill Parcellswon its last fourgames ofthe season, including knocking
rival Miami out ofplayoffcontention with overtime victory on the final
of the regular season.
Rookie quarterback Drew Bieldsoe matured as the season went on.
as did his young receivers. Parcells' running attack, led by Leonard
Russell, became one of football' best over the last few games of the
season. Should the Pats carry last year's momentum into this fall, they
could earn a playoff spot, and with that, once again earn the respect of
the fans who have watched a poor product play in Foxboro in recent
years.
This is all the more reason to keep an eye on the Boston sports scene,






Suffolk' s women' s basketball team, under coach Joe
Walsh, finished the winter season with an 8 - 1 7 record.
In the process, Maureen "Moe" Brown not only sur-
passed the 1 ,000-point mark, butbecame the school' s all-time
leading scorer, with 1 ,435 points for her four -year career.
Despite it's record, Suffolkmanaged to finish at .500
in the Northeast Women's Athletic Conference. The Lady
Rams started out slow, but gained momentum as the season
wore on, at one point winning six out of seven games —
including avenging an early-season loss to Pine Manor.
Senior Maria Gnerre played well in the middle for
Walsh, who also got contributions from Sharon Fidler, Kerri
Sweeney andNorineMcBride. McBride averaged 13.2points
pergame this season.
-Christopher Olson
iaron Fidler & Maria Gnerre going for the ball.
And she goes for the lay up! The 1993-1994 Women's Basketball Team
Women's Basketball 1 25
Men's Hoop
Led by junior Rick Ace, the men's basketball team
recorded a 1 0 - 1 3 record.
Ace, who averaged 19.2 points pergame, alsobecame
Suffolk's 16th 1,000 -point scorer, and only the thirdjunior in
the school ' s history to accomplish this feat.
JuniorMike Vieira also averaged 19.2 points pergame
fortheyoungRams, which willhavemanyplayers returning next
year.
"Wewon three more games from the previous yearand
the good news is that the first sevenmen on the squad will all be
returning next season," said coachJim Nelson.
Also contributing to this year' s squad were guards Paul
Zermani, Chris Toglia, Jake Mikalauskis and David McLaren
and forwards Mark Bouchard and Dan Baker.
The rams hovered around the .500 mark all season, but
next year, with an experienced team returning, should be a
















The 1 993- 1 994 Suffolk University ice hockey team
went through an up - and -down year, eventually finishing with
a 9- 1 3 record under coach Bill Burns.
Leadershipfrom the seniorson theteam was evident, as
forwards Chris Dwyer, Jim Fitzgerald and Bill Santos, defense
men MarkTsoukalas and Chris Mullen and goalie Russ Eonas
led the team inECAC Central division.
Dwyerwas also named to the ECAC Central All-Star
team, after leading the league in scoring with 30 goals and 35
assists, for 65 points.
After losing its opener, Suffolk rebounded to defeat
Assumption, 8 - 1 , and looked like it would cruise through the
regular season. But inconsistency plagued the Rams forthe rest
ofthe season, as they wouldgoon winning streaks, only to drop
a few games in a row.
Though the Rams didn' t gain a playoffberth this year,
they were always competitive andcontinued to play the exciting
brand ofhockey throughout the season that Suffolk is known
for.
-Christopher Olson
Going for the Goal!
Practice makes perfect.
The 1993-1994 Men s Hockey Team
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Men fs Baseball
Heading into this spring' s season, baseball coach Joe Walsh
was looking for his team to clinch anECAC playoffberth.
After posting a 1 9- 1 2 record, the team accomplsihed just
that, but fell in the first round of the playoffs to Western
Connecticut St., 9-8.
Theteamwas ledby one ofNew England' s premiercatchers,
Tim Murray. Two sophomores, Steve Loud and Darwin
Hernandez, played well in the outfield and theRams got strong
infield play from Rob Zeytonnin, Mike Moyer and Ramon
Nunez.
Suffolk' s pitching staffwas consistent, pacedby ScottDunn,
Jay Vaitkevicius andTom Fiala.
The Rams began their season in Florida during the spring









The 1993-1994 Men's Baseball Team
f
Coach Joe Walsh intensely watches the gam
Great play, Guys!
130 Men's Baseball
What team is that?








After beginning the season at 1-4, the men's tennis team rebounded
to win five of its last six games, finishing at 6-5 for the year.
Under coach Richard Levenson, Tim Kane and Ron Fallon comprised
one of the area's top doubles teams. The duo were runners up in the
Codfish Bowl Tournament early in the year.
Rodrigo Mendez, Yazzan Shureideh, Greg Bacos, Manuel Balmori
and Anthony Sharp also played both singles and doubles for the Rams
this year.
The Woman's Tennis Team had to work through some adversity
last fall, and finished with a 3-12 record under coach Richard
Levenson.
Co-captions Beth Oxner and Heather Santos played consistently,
as did the team's first singles player, sophomore Angelique Mueller.
Russian exchange student Farida Kurmanbaeva joined the team after
its fifth match and played well in both singles and doubles.
The team didn't regain its home court, the Charles River Park
Tennis Club, until late in the season, after its roof had collapsed
during the Spring storm of 1993.
Despite playing both its home and away matches on the road for a
majority of the season and sometimes playing without a complete
team, the women's tennis team always managed to play with spirit
and enthusiasm.
-Christopher Olson
Captain Heather Santos smiles for a photo.




Tommy Lynch gets ready to
The cross-countxy teamcompeted in various meets last Fall,
and was paced by one of the top runners in New England's
Division HI,Tommy Lynch.
Also running for theRams this yearwere Jake Mikalauskis,
Tom O'Hare, Tim Murray, Scott Dunn, Mike Duran, and
Marty Nastasia.
One of Lynch' s top performances came at the Saint
Anselm's College meet, where he placed second in an 87-
runner field. In the Saint Anselm' s meet, Suffolk was the only
Division LTI school running against seven Division LT schools.
Suffolkwas unable to field awomen ' s cross countryteam this
year, as thereweren ' tenoughrunners available fortheweekend
meets.
Nevertheless, the group of runners Suffolk fielded every
weekseemed to enjoy themselves, running against some tough
competition.
-Christopher Olson













1 34 Men's Cross Country












Tim Murray smiles before racing.
Tommy Lynch
places 12th out
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Ok, I'm ready to catch the ball



















She's got the ball for the out! Woman's Softball
Through the LadyRams softball team onlywon seven games
this spring, some improvementwas shown under coach Donna
Ruseckas.
Led by Jennifer Lombardi, Jennifer Connely and captain
pitcher Kerri Sweeney, the Lady Rams competed in the North-
east Woman's Athletic Conference. Sophomore Leonarda
Carriglio was one ofthe top hitters in the conference.
For the second year in arow, the teammade a spring training
trip to South Carolina, where they played against other teams
from across the country.
Other players who contributed to the Lady Rams season





The 1993-1994 Suffolk University soccor team went
through atough season, ending with a 2-8- 1 record undercoach
Dennis Franczak.
Some of the shining stars were Phil Falzone, Joao Pereira,
and goalie Erikson Justus.
The Rams scored one ofthe biggest upsets ofthe season by
defeating the 8-2-2 Eastern Nazarene College Crusaders with
a 1 -0 shutout and Justus making a remakable 1 4 saves.
Some other members ofthe Rams ' soccer team are Joseba




While the SuffolkAthletic Department is asource ofpride for
the entire school throughout the year, only once a year do the
teams come together as a whole at the Sports Banquet to honor
their own for the achievements ofteams and individuals.
Led by master of ceremonies and athletic director James
Nelson, Suffolk's best ofthe best ofthe playing fields, rinks and
courts receive awards, accolades and plaques for the success
of the year. Awards given out are for male athlete-of-the-year,
female athlete-of-the-year, records and outstanding perfor-
mances.
While the Sports Banquet is acelebration ofathletes andtheir
contribution to Suffolk's morale, it is also a time of gathering,
reflecting and pondering of four years of play— as it is one of
the last time many colleagues and co-players will ever see each
other— separated only by graduation, but forever bonded by
the spirit of the games.
140 Sports Banquet
Coach and Masters of Ceremonies, Jim Nelson
Coach Donna Rusckas presents«catcher Jennifer Connelly with a
recognition award for her contributions in Softball.





Scored over 1,000 points
during her Suffolk carreer,
only one of 16 people in
Suffolk's history
Led the Northeast Women's
Athletic Conference scoring
with 21.0 points pergame
Played in a consecutive 93
games, setting a Suffolk Uni-
versity record
Scored 27 points, 10 re-
bounds, 4 assists, 4 blocks,
and 8 steals in against Eastern


















Suffolk University has never seen an athlete like
Maureen "Moe" Brown.
She takesjump balls and does a majority of the
ball handling from the point guard spot. This year
she leads the team in scoring, rebounds, assists,
steals, and blocks. And despite drawing the atten-
tion of every single defensive player on the court,
she became Suffolk University's all-time leading
scorer on February 1 4, hitting a baselinejumper
—
aftercoming out ofa scramble with the loose ball
against Pine Manor at the 14 minute mark ofthe first
half. It broke Ellen Crotty's mark of 1 ,326 points.
Brown led the Northeast Women's Athletic Con-
ference with 2 1 .0 points per game
.
Brown had not missed a single game during her
college career. In many ofthose games she has had
to play all 40 minutes—despite being sick or tired
and all the bumps and bruises she received as the
other teams tried anything to shut her down.
Walsh remembers one game in particular: "This
year we had one game where she went down three
or four times and I didn ' t think she was going to get
up. I looked over at her and her legs had cramped
and she probably had ten bruises on her knees, I'll
probably think ofher in that light, as someone who
gave everything she had during the course of the
game."
"For four years it has been a privilege andftie
challenge coaching someone the caliberplayer she 1
is," he said. "There are a lot of things here at
school—class, jobs, then there's playing basket-
ball. She's done all three of those things as well











Named "Rookie ofthe Year"
by New England Division III
his freshman year
Scored 1 ,000 points in hisjun-
ior year, one ofthreejuniors in
Suffolk's history
Averaged 1 7 points pergame
his rookie year, 19.2 points
1993-1994 season
Led the team during the 1 992-






Led theRams in batting
averaging .483 ; hitting safely
in 3 1 ofhis 32 games played.
Criminally a base stealing
leaderhaving stole 22 bases in
26 attempts.
Forty-five runs batted in,
forty-five runs scored and five
home runs.
Struck out only three of his
1 1 7 times at bat and threw 1
8







Laura A. Litterer Arlington, MA
BACHELOR OF ARTS
September, 1993
Carlos Andonegui Madrid. Spain
Stacey Ann Barry - Revere, MA
Christopher D. Blue Newton, MA
Anne Elizabeth Cameron Arlington, MA
Claudia Marie Cicerone Braintree, MA
Rocco Sal Cottone Watertown, MA
**Laura A. Cowan Medford, MA
*Richard J. Dahill, Jr. South Boston, MA
Karyn DeRusso Revere, MA
Walter Escobar Wakefield, MA
Lisa Jane Gebhard Stoneham, MA
Lawrence J. Giannetti Boston, MA
**Hana Jindrova Marlborough, MA
William G. Keating Walpole, MA
Sarah Keenan Kelley Watertown, MA
**Lori Jo Leven Sharon, MA
Juan F. Lopez Cambridge, MA
Thomas Patrick Lynch Medford, MA
John Joseph Morton Melrose, MA
*Robert Pelham Somerville, MA
Mark P. Ranaghan Arlington, MA
Karen Ann Rexrode Medford, MA
**Omaira Rodriguez Framingham. MA
Lisa M. Rowe Plymouth, MA
Jessica C. Ryan Hingham, MA
Ponciano Israel Schinazi Mattapan, MA
Dawn Lynn Shearer Billerica, MA
Gary Lawrence Smith Dorchester, MA
Pamela Jean Surette Maiden, MA
Ellen Margaret Sweeney West Roxbury, MA
**Ann Vancoillie Handzame, Belgium
*Natalie Ann Weinberger Boston, MA
Alberto Woginiack No. Miami Beach, FL
Joseph P. Youngworth III Braintree, MA
February, 1994
**Susan Barrett East Weymouth, MA
*Michael R. Bucell Sarasota, FL
*Beth Ann Cary Boston, MA
Tara Cochran Somerville. MA
*Patricia Lynn Emery South Weymouth, MA














































*Virgil Gordon Glenn. Ill




























































**Bruce Daniel Imbacuan-Rojas Stoneham, MA Antonio A. Ducos Boston, MA
Anne h. Irwin East Boston, MA Eileen Fay Maiden, MA
'Paul M. Johnson Maiden. MA Roger Andrew Fisk Allston, MA
'Lisa d. K.ell> Medrord, MA T' ' TV vT „ ' ^ f~* ' 1 1 *loni Mane Gilardi Boston. MA
*Christopher George Kingston Revere. MA Angela M. Guarino-Bouhuys Revere, MA
"Kristin L. Kuhn Plymouth, MA Glen David Johnson \ 1 7 „ 1 X A AWalpole, MA
'Clarence V. LarJonte 111 Carlisle. MA Lida Khaliqi Winchester, MA
Kevin Harold Lombardi Saugus, MA Elio Antonio Rocco LoRusso Somerville, MA
*Lisa M. Manfra Revere, MA Hannah Toby Needle Chelmsford, MA
"'Lucia Marchio Watertown. MA Robin Alice O Neil Watertown, MA
Roberto Martinez Rivas Madrid, Spain Myra Tanant Orme Centerville. MD
'Stephen Matthew Elliott McCole Quincy, MA Diana M. Pepe East Boston. MA
'Ulen J. McK.ee, Jr. Lawrence, MA Lauren E. Riley Winchendon, MA
*Sarah Ann McNaught Dorchester. MA Jennifer Lynn Suppa North Andover. MA
Abigail Melia N. Andover. MA Amy Elizabeth Sutherland Melrose, MA
*James William Mitchell Quincy, MA Tracy Lynn Tierney Weymouth, MA
**Melissa Mitrano Littleton, MA Celia F. Vieira Somerville, MA
*Rooja Mohassessy Brookline, MA Christina M. Walsh Boston, MA
Madeline Molina Boston, MA Nichola K. Whitehorne Randolph, MA
Elaine Mane Moniz Southampton, Bermuda BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Carmen M. Morales Madrid, Spain February, 1994
'Ins b. ben Morel Dominican Republic Monrud W. Becker Ponsford, MN
'Lisa V. Mulrain
It iff - -- X Jf A
Mattapan, MA Catherine M. Breitbach Dubuque. Iowa
Man betn U rarrell Quincy. MA Kathryn L. Mahoney Pascoag. RI
Lynne Ann Pflaumer Glen Head, NY
"Chen A. rurves North Quincy, MA May, 1994
*Femando Ramos Roxbury. MA Paul M. Beaudoin Ashland, MA
John r. Randall IV Salem, MA *Nicole Richard Chelsea, MA
Stephen Anthony Ranen Everett, MA *Asako Tanaka Kyoto-Shi, Japan
'"Windy Lee-Ann Rosebush Fitchburg. MA Maria J. Zizza Melrose, MA
Karen E. Satkevich West Roxbury, MA
Paul R. Schierenbeck New London, WI + September, 1994
'Cheryl Mane Sheldone Quincy. MA Christine Marie Braga Winchester, MA
Kimberly Lee Short Boston, MA
Christopher John Sidlauskas Roshndale, MA BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Lenka Sobotova Prague, The Czech Republic September, 1993
*Annunziata Sodano Quincy. MA *Izetta Boakarie Boston. MA
James A. Stamegna Boston, MA Jeffrey Thomas Branch North Reading, MA
Jennifer Ann Sullivan Everett, MA Christopher R. Burns Maiden. MA
**Kerri Ann Sweeney Roshndale, MA Kathleen M. Burns Andover. MA
Thomas F. Tiemey TT J_ T**„ 1 X 1 AHyde Park, MA *Christine M. Cedrone Quincy, MA
Rie Toyofuku \f
1 _ 1 T
Yokohama, Japan David M. DeMarco Brookline. MA
Osilia Diane Trigueros Brighton. MA JulieAnn DiNuccio Everett, MA
Beth Ann Turchan T 'ill t. X A ALittleton, MA Mary Michelle DiNush East Boston, MA
James M. Valente II
XX J .£* J X A K
Medford, MA Daryl L. DuBaldo Manchester, CT
Siria Vazquez Allston, MA Deanna M. Flynn Revere, MA
Diana C. Villegas Smithtown, NY *John James Forde West Roxbury. MA
*Joseph J. Viola. Jr. East Boston, MA Juliette Gharavi Kingston, MA
Lisa Yip Quincy, MA Vahid Ghazizadeh Brighton. MA
William Glanton Framingham, MA
+ September, 1994 Cheryl Lynne Haney Boston, MA
Robert R. Aubin N Attleboro, MA Thomas Bernard Hanington Dorchester. MA
Eun-Jin Choi Cambridge, MA Masahiro Hasegawa Aichi. Japan
























































Louis J. Pasquale Medford, MA May, 1994
Todd David Pratt Scituate, MA *David Adam Madrid, Spain
Laurel M. Pucillo Salem, NH Jennifer A. Badger Providence, Rl
Mark Sullivan Reenstierna Arlington, MA *Masood Bahadoran Allston, MA
Kathi-Anne Reinstein Revere, MA Linda M. Baptiste Warham, MA
Michael S. Rosol North Quincy, MA Robert Edward Barry Braintree, MA
Paul H. Rudnick Albany, NY Thomas Barry Rockland, MA
James Galvin Schulze Saugus, MA Anthony Battistone, Jr. Quincy, MA
Anthony John Viola Humarock, MA *Lea Marie Benson Salem, MA!
Khalil M. Yatim Norwoodk, MA Robert H. Bolton Andover, MA
February, 1994 Laurie Bosio Dedham, MAI
Christopher J. Arone Newton, MA Jo-Anna R. Bozek Revere, MA
William F. Briggs III Winthrop, MA Maureen Brown Roslindale, MA
Eric Michael Brumble Revere, MA Robert Brownson Boston, MA
Rebecca A. Bucklin Swampscott, MA Meagan Elizabeth Buckley Chelsea, MA
Francisco Capel Alcaraz Murcia, Spain Amy L. Burke Weymouth, MA
Edward A. Caruso, Jr. Groveland, MA **Leslie Alexis Carrabis Saugus, MA
*Katherine B. Costello Milton, MA *Carolyn Catanzano Arlington, MA
Michael J. DeBethencourt N Billerica, MA Kelly-Lynn Chasse Somerset, MA
Paula Streletsky DeGloria Everett, MA Vincent J. Ciampa Saugus, MA
Richard Edward Durkot E. Walpole,MA Jennifer Lee Clancy North Quincy, MA
Thomas Edward Durney Melrose, MA Sandra L. Clausing Waltham, MA
Lynn Frances Fitzpatrick Camden, Maine *Peter James Colantuoni Dedham, MA
*Jennifer J. Frost Quincy, MA *Anne Condon Hingham, MA
*Francesca Galanti Florence, Italy Kimberly Ann Conley Fall River,MA
Thomas Edward Gannon Holbrook, MA **Jodi Lee Conners Medford, MA
Patricia E. Gray Arlington, MA **Michael Joseph Coombs Beverly, MA
*Alice P. Hutchison Hanover, MA Maria Eduarda Baptista Correia Mattapan, MA
Bryan Jordan South Weymouth, MA *Sheelagh Eileen Cronin Dorchester, MA
*Khaled S. Kefel Watertown, MA *Nancy J. Cullen Quincy, MA
Brenda H. Kelley West Roxbury, MA CM. Cummings Boston, MA
Denise Marie Kerrigan Wayland, MA Celia Maria Cunha New Bedford, MA
Karen J. Leary Newton, MA Elizabeth S. Curley Medford, MA
Ana L. Lopez Dorchester, MA Cheryl Anne Curtis Saco, ME
*Renee A. MacLean East Boston, MA Robert Cyrklis Stoughton, MA
Jennifer Ann Manning Maiden, MA *Mary A. D'Alba Maiden, MA
Norman-Jaime Martel Cadiz, Spain Wendy C. Dalelio Melrose,MA
Laurie Ann McNaught Melrose, MA Sandra D'Amico Lynn, MA
*Elizabeth F. Murphy Woburn, MA *Christine Marie Danave Pawtucket, RI
Christine L. Murray Somerville, MA Matthew Carey Delaney Weymouth, MA
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Anthony F. Dellorco riyae rarK, ma ***Timothy McPartlin
ividgaiv L'cri vdi \^^rlfr\rH \A A1V1CU1UIU, IVIAV V1LIUI IVlCIlUUZd
Susan Margaret Dewey ividiuen, ma Stephen M. Mogauro
Denise Carol DiStefano weston, ma Lynne Marie Morris
Beverly Marie Dobson Cambridge, MA Christina M. Mullen
Michelle Donovan ivieuroru, ma ***Lisa M. Murray
Yvette Marie Enfort Mattapan, MA Timothy Joseph Murray
Joanne M. Faysal Revere, MA Nha T. Nguyen
Pelayo Fernandez Fernandez Gijon, Spain *Charleen Jenna O'Brien
'''Judy A. Field Dylieio, MA Ronald Occeus
Christine Elizabeth Fitzgerald Dedham, MA Kelley Anne O'Neil
*Diane P. Fitzgerald Dorchester, MA Michelle G. Pacheco
Mildred E. Flynn boutn Boston, ma Linda Aida Palmiero
Mark D. Galvin Melrose, MA Tammy L. Paquin
Debra L. Garant Foxboro, MA Lisa B. Pastore
*Laura Getchell Meaiora, ma *James Michael Petitto
Joseph Savio Giacalone Medford, MA ***Dawne Marie Popper
John Gerard Glennon Quincy, MA Alfred A. Presutti, Jr.
Kevin Michael Paul Glennon Quincy, MA *Robin Pustizzi
*Tina Grassini-Cataldo Medford. MA Hiono Till Dillonuiana jiii Kaneo
***Bernard E. Greene, Jr west Koxoury, ma Shaan Razvi
Douglas Arthur Joseph Grimes Gloucester, MA *Tracy Ann Ringdahl
**Jamie Sean Guinan Maiden, MA ^Francine K. Rodman
DdTDard a. ridnson v^unicy, ivi/\ ividrid oaCiicrsKi
***Robert E. Harvey Somerville, MA Philip Paul Salvatore
Robin Ruth Harvey Roxbury, MA iNatana uei vane oanz
Gary J. Hertigan Medford, MA ***Linda Ruth Schworm
Patrick Erin Higgins Brighton, MA Paul A. Serino
It itnlppn 1 I—1 /~\ fiinrvJUllCCll 1 . nu^ull 111 nnpv \A AV^UlIlcy, IVirV 1^111 ISLUpilCl J. OllippS
Brian T. Houlihan Weymouth, MA **Sandra Skabeikis
Alexander Dante Hurt Dorchester, MA Susan J. Smith
rranK imuergamo Jamaica r lain, ma vjiduys m. oounn
Juliane Denise Jackson Dorchester, MA Yvette Marie Story
**Mary E. Joyce Randolph, MA Eyma Nicole Sutton
George Kalliavas Revere, MA Kira N. Swerdlick
*Tomoko Kawasaki Nagara, Japan Sherline Tahmasebi
Brian J. Kenneally West Roxbury, MA **Michael A. Todino
**Sheila Ann Keogh o. tsoston, MA Lisa A. Toscano
uina j . iviesei ridverniii, ma ^dnuiud M. i upnii
*Adam N. LaBonte Plymouth, MA Nelda Mane Valeri
Shelley E. Lane Wollaston, MA Pamela Nandi Varris
bhawn L. Letslanc Waltnam, MA Janine Venuti
** Karen Rebecca LoGiudice Duxbury, MA *Karen C. Weaver
Diego Lopez Tapia Laiseca Madrid, Spain Jertrey M. Webb
Suzette R. Losee Weymouth, MA Douglas E. Weinberg
Margaret-Mary Lovati Saugus, MA uaviu l. wnite
hleanor h. Lowe Boston, MA Elizabeth Anne White
Kelley Anne Lynch Melrose, MA *Karen Ann White
Stacey Marie MacDonald Saugus, MA Kristi Ann Witkowski
Nathan E. Malloy Winchester, MA Lisa N. Wong
Amy Elizabeth Manning Quincy, MA *Richard C. Wright
Joanne M. Mariano Quincy, MA Vincent Yee
*Keith Allen McCabe Saugus, MA *Karen M. Young
























































Drey Anthony Andrade Fall River, MA
Jeffrey Peter Arouth Pawtucket, RJ
Rosalind Clarice Baker Marlborough, MA
Kimberly Lynn Bernardo Madison, CT
Nicholas A. Boulas Medford, MA
David P. Bratton Tewksbury, MA
Stacy J. Carey Brookline, MA
Martha Elizabeth Carr E. Sandwich, MA
Marjorie Geraldine Cugini Brighton, MA
Juan S. De La Fuente Madrid, Spain
Nancy Jean Donovan Weymouth, MA
David R. Farrelljr. Winthrop, MA
Lynn Marie Foley Cambridge. MA
Gonzalo Gimeno Madrid, Spain
Maria Gnerre Revere, MA
Sean J. Hart Brookline, MA
Kimberly A. Hartford Hingham, MA
Michelle Ann Hegan Lynn, MA
Joey Lacey Maiden, MA
Katherine Seoane Lopez Jamaica Plain, MA
Andrea M. Lottero Braintree, MA
Patricia Maronski Chelsea, MA
George H. McConnaughey II Portsmouth, NH
Stephen Robert McKinnon Melrose, MA
Danielle Marie McMullen Bolton, MA
Richard J. Mello New Bedford, MA
Sean Michael Milne Arlington, MA
Sophia M. Morales Boston, MA
Wendy Jeanne Morello Maiden, MA
Christopher J. Mullen Cohasset, MA
Marty Nastasia East Boston, MA
Tricia Newman Maiden. MA
Francisco Nunez Benjumea Sevilla, Spain
Tanya L. Palo North Attleboro, MA
Borja Perez Bilbao, Spain
Derek Prather Randolph. MA
Eric Rubin Maiden, MA
Steven M. Russell Clinton, MA
Carolina Fuentes Sanchez-Marruedo Madrid, Spain
Amy J. Sheppard Cohasset. MA
Stephanie Joy Snow East Boston, MA
Katie Themeles Dracut, MA
Joseph J. Thurston Quincy, MA
Stephanie Ann Troy Waltham, MA
Christina Marie Vicente Salem, NH
Lawrence Michael Walsh Scituate, MA
Charlene F. Ward Kingston, MA
Dawne Marie Young Bradford, MA
Gary Zerola Lynn, MA
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL STUDIES
September, 1993
*June A. Sullivan Quincy, MA
Daniel L. Tripp Wobum, MA
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN JOURNALISM
September, 1993
*Anthony Charles Arria Medford, MA
Andre Michael Bissaro Fall River. MA
February, 1994
Stacy S. Proctor Maiden, MA
May, 1994
Kara Dolcimascolo Maiden, MA
*Maria M. Escobar Somerville, MA
Paul Raymond Ring Seekonk. MA
Jill Irene Votano Lynn, MA
+ September, 1994
Carolyn M. Connelly Melrose, MA
Christopher David Olson Wakefield, MA
Alicia R. Savannah Dorchester, MA
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
September, 1993
*Airewele Osahon Pius Revere, MA
Alvaro Alcazar Madrid, Spain
*Elaine Carol Almeida Fall River, MA
Faeizeh M. Amini Cambridge, MA
John R. Anacleto. Jr Quincy, MA
Richard E. Berg Brockton, MA
Karla Andrea Brown Dorchester, MA
*Vincenzo Cerbone Medford, MA
Penny B. Chen Quincy, MA
Paola Cicerone Braintree, MA
Kathleen R. Connolly Brockton. MA
Iva Coulanges Brighton, MA
Scott Crowley Burlington, MA
*Yiyang Cui Allston, MA
*Timothy P. D'Elia Wakefield, MA
Gonzalo De Sebastian Madrid, Spain
Maria Katrina Desiderio North Reading, MA
James P. Dever II Jamaica Plain, MA
Teresa M. Diorio Quincy. MA
*Julia Angela DiSisto Medford, MA
Vincent Michael Drago Somerville, MA
Justine Drinkwater Maiden, MA
Oscar E. Dufour Cattaneo Newton. MA
*Elaine Katherine Ferrick Burlington, MA
Paul Gallagher Medford, MA
Pamela J. Gill Weymouth, MA
Celia Gonzalez-Garra Gonzalez Madrid, Spain
**David Gozaol Madrid. Spain
Maria Graziano Newton, MA
James Thanh Haviet Melrose, MA
Youri Arslan Ibrahimzade Istanbul, Turkey
Oscar Iglesias Madrid. Spain
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Bilal A. Kaissi Somerville, MA
Lori E. Karas Peabody, MA
Joseph Marino Plymouth, MA
Johanna Marie McGourty Plymouth, MA
Gwendolyn Hope NcNeil Mattapan, MA
Elizabeth A. Merchant Maiden, MA
John Matthew Micalizzi Waltham, MA
Brendan J. Monaghan Needham, MA
William Moore Saugus, MA
*Richard M. Moreschi Maiden, MA
Sean O'Driscoll Chelsea, MA
Akinola N. Osungbadero Waltham, MA
Joanna Palumbo Everett, MA
Danielle Ann Passasgio East Boston, MA
*Sara E. Perkins Gouverneur, New York
Paul Piques Somerville, MA
Robert A. Piracini Somerville, MA
Anna Pisapia Maiden, MA
*Laura Jean Pizza South Boston, MA
Scott Saul Plosker Somerset, MA
John D. Porrazzo Revere, MA
Elisabetta Rose Rinella Medford. MA
**Ricardo G. Rose West Haven, CT
*Dennis E. Roy Quincy, MA
*Javier Ruiz-Ogarrio Madrid, Spain
*Susan Rebecca Sarni Hingham, MA
Scott A. Saumsiegle Topsfield, MA
**Jane M. Spano Medford, MA
Christine Marie Strazzulo Charlestown, MA
*Maura E. Tallent Cambridge. MA
Thomas L. Taylor II Lynn. MA
Karaca Tigrak Istanbul, Turkey
Dawn M. Tocci Framingham, MA
Bridget Elaine Toland North Quincy, MA
*David R. Visco Chelmsford, MA
Robert P. Westwater Burlington, MA
Michael H. Zabriskie Marblehead
February, 1994
Solomon M. Akombi Maiden, MA
*Craig Beauregard Pelham, NH
John Patrick Brosnahan III Brighton, MA
Cynthia Marie Brown Cambridge, MA
*Marta Torronteras Caher Sevilla, Spain
**Laura Marie Clark Canton, MA
Dincer A. Cobanoglu Istanbul, Turkey
Laurie E. Cross Lynn, MA
William Edward Cross HI Saugus, MA
*Derek Ronald Culp Everett, MA
*Maria Ruth DeAguiar Natick, MA
**Jane F. Evens Georgetown, MA
Lynda Everett Charlestown, MA
Irene Florence Fletcher Newburyport, MA
Jesus Garcia-Cascon Sanchez Salamanca, Spain
Jose Tomas Garcia-Sanchez Madrid. Spain
Victor Garcia-Vela Sevilla Snain
Alvaro Froilan Giquel Sosa Madrid. Spain
**Mary L. Golden Boston MA
Monica Fernandez Gonzalez Giion- Asturias Snain
**Jacqueline M. Griswold Norwood, MA
Albert F. Harrison Foxboro MA
Arantxa Ilardia Madrid, Spain
*Charles T. Kelly Centerville MA
**Amy Theresa Kirchner Danvers, MA
Metin S. Koymen Sharon MA
*Endre Kristiansen Fiskarstran. Norway
William R. Kulik Ouincv MA
*Susan G. Lacritz Needham, MA
Stacy Ann Leefe Quincy, MA
Caren Lundgren Danvers. MA
Scott Anthony Marino Medford, MA
Robert L. Mazzulli Hingham, MA
*Stephen Anthony McDermott Hingham, MA
*Kim D. Morello Salem. MA
Carlos J. Moreno Ruiz Madrid, Spain
*Grace Elizabeth Murphy Quincy, MA
Cengiz Neftci Allston, MA
Sean Newell Quincy, MA
Vanessa Ng Brighton, MA
Leticia Osborne Cadiz, Spain
Andrew E. Peace Valatie, NY
Lisa Lora Petrillo Revere, MA
*Conchita Redon Madrid, Spain
Manuel Rodriguez De Tembleque Cordoba. Spain
Alfred Romero Gallardo Barcelona. Spain
Patricia N. Rubaud Brighton, MA
Patricia Gonzalez-Ripa Sabras Logrono, Spain
Rafael Sainz Cerero Las Arenas. Spain
Wanda L. Saltzman West Roxbury, MA
Arturo Santolaya Lazaro Madrid Snain. ' 1 UUl 1 U . Ulll
Michael J. Saracco Jr Winchester. MA
*Linda Mustika Sari Malang, Indonesia
Pamela Ann Swantak Norfold, MA
**Nancy W. Tangsittiprasert Boston. MA
*Yvonne Y. Tran Maiden. MA
*Roman Del Valle Torme Madrid, Spain
*Jose Luis Villabaso Marbella, Spain
Hugh Kennington Walter. II Cambridae. MA
* * * K^athy S. Zapolski Saugus MA
Meseret Zewdu Watertown, MA
Mav. 1994
*Matthew John Abusheery Pembroke. MA
Lawrence E. Albaugh South Boston. MA
Filippa Alfe Saugus. MA
Manuela R. Almeida Somerville. MA
Janet C. Alvanzo Lexington. MA









































William J. Estabrook, Jr.
*Thomas R. Fernberg
Stephen E. Ferullo












































































































































































Thomas Patrick 0 Hare D Av TArn A VI ADoxiora, ivi/\ Paula Andino Madrid, Spain
i iiiiuuiv ocdii \j inch WJ rtrii i rn \A A X) ofop! A rrn \i c\ I—1 1 na ia c orval del /AITUyO-jTlinujOSd Valencia, Spain
Innn i* Do ft 1 1 1 1a ojunn l,. rdgiiucd i\.cVcrc, ivi/\ 1 lOlllfl I K ootArudwn i_. Ddsier Boston, MA
Miuon reier r dndgopouios T \/nn A^ ALynn, ivi/\ 1 Ann I l-i fAC T-* O f\jonn j. lirosndn Arlington, MA
ixiicndci oidcc rdnicidKis T \ 'n n 1 1 o 1H Avi ALynniiciu, ivi/\ N/liPnOAl 1 imAtn \ / IJ 1 1 r* Is 1 tiviicndei i imoiny oucKiey Somerville, MA
June a. ricdrui \^nlnon A A A Daniel Clovis Ludovic Celestin Milton, MA
Aiejdnuro rlCdll Ddicciond, opdin Edward T. Conway Roslindale, MA
jennuer ^nnsune roiidru ividudpdn, ivi/A Joseph A. Costa Stoneham, MA
D iaK^ t-t ii o \ '
i
a Pai 1 1 1a tjTvUDtlT UdvlU rOUHOl WdimdUl, IVl/A lldDlD L/dvlS Roxbury, MA
*D /-v K,art A Pro 71ACAIxODCil /A. ricZlOSO fliiinp\; A/T Aquincy, ivi/A 1 OfYlAC \yi 1 n '1A 1 I lO\fjdiiies iviicndci i-'dy kilnno fi i-i 1 r\ Kit Aiviansneiu, ma
I ii li on T /~\TT"0 inp Pt"1 /-« z3L-llilall LOITdlilt: rllLC V„lldllCMUWIl, IVI/A iviiciiciic L/CSidvincs D AC" Ii AAola M AKosnnudie, ma
kocco a. ivdnien N^onTAfn nA Aivicuioru, ivi/\ rv.evin m. uondnue Maiden, MA
IVldrgdTCl KCgd W/ 1 1 in inntAn A <4 Aw liiiiingion, ivi/\ I rt Af*1 1 1 1 A l-J 1 1 1 O AT^v^neniun niuson Everett, MA
iviicnei Let ixcsnicK \Ao 1 rf\ c c± \A A inigo rdiero Madrid, Spain
*Helen Mary Riley T3 \ r~\r~\ AA ADOSlOn, 1V1A Georgis Fisseha North Quincy, MA
JUlld 1 UlUUUd IxllCy iVldlldUdll, IVI/A IVllClldCl Ix. VJClUldlllU o Iqm \A Aodiem, ma
1 nn cfr\c Rinnnc OUlIlCIVlllC, IVI/A K rict\; A^ IrHQmiPnJVI lily IVI. VJUdl I11C1
1
ivicirose, ivi/\
T i ir*i i i or q r*--»Hn T? r\/Hn n5np7Lucia n^aicuu ixwUi i£idiicz Actnncic QnQin/AilUlla?*, opdlll OldcC^ 1_.CC OdlllUIl odugus, ivi/\
C *rc± cxr\r\ i Tnnn I? AtAnn i W/aL^fl aIH \A AWdKCIlClU, IVI/A h Hn;i*n 1—imm om i o 1 lAnncAncuwru nmmdnudi jonnson Jamaica Plain, MA
Carlos Rubio Lamata Madrid, Spain Monika P. Johnson Abington, MA
K.ODcn rcITV KUSSO \\/oct D av nun; ^A Awesi KoxDury, ivi/v Tammy Jean Landry Saugus. MA
*Eric J. Ryan oomervine, ivi/\ Jeffrey S. Manning Lynn. MA
*Shigeru Sakaguchi Saitama. Japan Robert W. Manupelli Quincy, MA
*Wanda Ivette Ramos Santiago f 1 r*a 1 r a n \^Av^neisea, ivi/\ Debra Marinilli Quincy. MA
wuiidm odnios, jr. DrocKion. ivi/\ A Hom l-« A Aa linaAUdm r. Monno Revere, MA
Maura Suzanne Scannell Norwood, MA Ignacio Mora-Figueroa Madrid, MA
i ind oeuud oomervine, ivi/\ I ii ao MA^mi Ayl Ato^igd iNoemi Moid \J a clin/iola A^AKosnnudie, ma
Beth Ann Semenchuk A '"4 1 / 1
^
r\ Ail Aividioen, ivi/\ Angela Elizabeth Myers Dorchester, MA
**Julianna Kay Shick Friendship, NY Marlene Nalbandian Billerica, MA
Stephanie Marie Shute Saugus. MA Dung Thanh Nguyen Billerica, MA
Jennifer A. Souza I i ttl nt/At-i \^ ALittleton, ma Mike Penta Everett, MA
Jennifer Ann Spadafora Saugus, MA Fco Javier Pereda-Merello Madrid, Spain
*Konstantinos Spanos Somerville, MA Ana Mercedes Espinal Rivas Dorchester, MA
**Ibnu B. Tatang Jakarta, Indonesia Holli-Sue Roberts Canton, MA
ividiy r. incouordKis ixusiinudic, IVI/A fin »-» i c r» A nno 1? aan niiP7L'ciiibc /Aiinc tvounguez JdllldlCd r Idin. lvl/\
*Diana L. Trionfi Somerville, MA Pedro Sainz Castello Sevilla, Spain
ivieussd ouzdnne iwyon \A&r\fr\rrf \A Aivieu ioru , ivi /a lvidgud /Mcxdnuid odncnez-Fdrren 111 nnp\; \A AV^uincy, ivi/\
Debbie Ann Weekes DActAn A A ADOSlOn, IVI/A Fernando Sanz-Picjueras Madrid, Spain
jcdjine r\iin w ndien ^Aiirh \A/p\jmAiitn A^ AoUULIl WcyillUULIl, ivi/\ L-'dviu rreueriLK oncd, jr. Mpl rncp \^ Aivieiruse, ivi/\
**William P. Wichrowski Vandergrift, PA Joseph Edward Stapleton Norwood, MA
Gaston L. Williams AfH \A AMeaioru, ma Ursula M. Stopa Stoughton. MA
*Kerry A. Williams Kanaoipn, ma Toshihiko Tanaka Kanagawa, Japan
Charles Joseph Willwerth Hingham, MA John Joseph Vaitkevicius Maiden. MA
Ayanna Ayesha Yancey Brockton, MA Julie S. M. Wong Allston, MA
*Marcy Marie Yeragotelis Braintree, MA Lisette Yidi Allston. MA
*Malinee Yindisiriwong Boston, MA
*Mariam Zemmouri Tetuan, Morocco ***Summa Cum Laude + Pending successful completion
Paul J Zermani, Jr. Saugus, MA **Magna Cum Laude
*Cum Laude
of 1994 Summer Session
+ September, 1994
Arthur E. Ackles Boston, MA
Bassam Alameddine Brighton, MA











Class of 1 994
from the
Members of















You have worked hard
and have gone
through a lot to accomplish
all that you have.
Our wish is for your happiness
and success for the future.
You can do it all.
All our love,













Congratulations! We are very proud of you and your accom-
plishments.
Best Luck in whatever you do - we wish you happiness and
success.











Congratulacion! on all your
achievements during your
four years at Suffolk.
You worked hard to
accomplish your goals.
The semester you spent in Madrid was an
enriching,
educational experience.
We are proud of the way you acclimated
yourself to the Spanish culture.
Our love and best wishes in all your fu-
ture endeavors.
Love,
Mom, Dad & Joelle
Dean John J.
Brennan










New Horizons Lie Ahead
They're waiting there for you.
You've shown you can
accomplish what you set
your mind to do.
The World is Yours
We're Proud
Mom, Dad, Tara, & Vah
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The Athletic Department
& All Student Athletes Applaud
the Class of 1994
Director of Athletics: James E. Nelson
Sports Information Director: Louis B. Connelly
Associate Director: Joseph M. Walsh
Assistant Director: Donna M. Ruseckas






Associate Dean of Enrollment Management
Admissions Staff
William Coughlin Mary Haynes
Christine D'Entremont Blanca Irizarry
Nancy Fine Iris Melendez
Lorraine Foster Christine Nee







Dean Michael Ronayne and
the
Faculty of the College of

















Four years have ended
The way you intended
Your goals you set
Have all been met
Enjoy your Graduation Day
Your supporters will
Mom, Dad, Derek, Len, Barb,
Ron, Linda, Muffin & Petie
And too many others to mention
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Tammy,
You did it! Congratulations. We are all so very proud of you. Your hard
work and determination have gotten you to this day. All those nights and days
of tears and frustrations are over. Hopefully, better days are here for you now.
We will support you in whatever you choose to do in life. Just remember how
very proud we are of you and how very much you are loved.
Love, Mom, Dad, Mandy, Ernie, Nana & Bampi
Denise, Lesile, & Mary,
Maybe someday we'll all
get to be the coxswain.
Lots of luck, love &
happiness,
Shelley
Congratulations to our Grad.
Mo T.J.
The Beatons




We are all proud of you
Love,




would like to send its warmest
Congratulations
to all of the graduates
of the Class of 1994
fondest wishes for success
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To The Class Of 1994
From
Dean Stoll And The
Student Services Staff
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THE BLACK STUDENT UNION
THANKS
ALL OF ITS SUPPORTERS FOR THE YEAR
1993/1994
Enrollment Management — Dean Dennis
Development — Arnold Bailey
Dean of Students — Dean Stoll
Career Services — Paul Tanklefsky
The Learning Center— Rose Wright
Athletics — Coach Nelson
Presidents Office — President Sargent
Sociology — Professor Manning
Admissions — Blanca Irizarry, Dean Erickson
Multicultural Affairs —
School of Management — Dean Atherton
College of Liberal Arts — Dean Ronayne
Government — Agnes Bain
History — Kenneth Greenwood
Program Council — Candi Toplin
Council of Presidents — Everyone
Asian American Association — Everyone
Haitian American Association — Everyone
Hispanic Association — Everyone
Sharon Artis-Jackson, Kiesa Garvin
If we missed your name it certainly wasn't because your help wasn't
appreciated!
EXTRA SPECIAL THANKS TO
PROFESSOR YVONNE WELLS; Our priceless advisor, your great ideas made this year a
success!
PROFESSOR ROBERT BELLINGER; Who has supported BSU for ever! Good luck in
your Directorship of The African Studies Minor, your hard work means a lot to us
PROFESSOR CHARLES RICE; For your undying encouragement, your support is greatly
appreciated!
SHARON ARTIS-JACKSON; For your support of all our events, I love your closet space!
DEAN RONAYNE; For working with BSU and all the above to make the African Studies
Minor a reality!
EXTRA EXTRA SPECIAL THANKS TO
THE MEMBERS!!!!!
WITHOUT YOU WE WOULDN'T HAVE A BLACK STUDENT UNION!!!!
*Diane C. Clark *Caleb Desrosiers Rashita Clark Ulanda Oliver
President Vice President Secretary Treasurer
Good luck to next year's BSU and the years after!!!
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THE BLACK STUDENT UNION
CONGRATULATES
THE ENTIRE GRADUATING CLASS OF
1994






























































(spring '94) Cyndi Stone




(spring '94) Hden Spignese
Cliairpeople:




















Graduate Assistant: Gloria-Rose Coursey
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Denise
Thanks for the joy
that you bring us.
We love you.
— Mom and Dad
Tracy —
The day you were born we were truly blessed. You have made us so
proud. We couldn't love you more.
Never stop chasing your dreams.
Be Happy — God Bless You.
— Love, Mom and Dad
Ta ti-to ti-mingo —
It's finally over.
I hope you find lots of happiness and success in your future endeavors.
You deserve nothing but the best.





May all your hopes and dreams come true. Your hard work and personal
discipline should bring you much happiness and success. Congratula-
tions for a job well done.
— Love, Mom and Dad
My source of determination and inspiration — Mom and Dad.
My source of admiration and self-knowledge — Jimmy and Siobhan.
My source of motivation and pride — Nana and Popa.
My source of adoration and strength — Nana Ward.
My source of unwavering support and unconditional love — Wayne.
Thank you to my wonderful family and friends. I could not have made
it without your support and belief in me. I love you. — Charlene
Congratulations Charlie!
Charlie, we are all proud of you. We wish you success
and happiness in whatever you choose to do in life.
— Love, Mom, Dad, Cathy, Michelle, Marie, Sam, and Allie
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To our Julie —
Very few parents are as lucky as we are to have a daughter who fulfills
our dreams and brings us such happiness. We are so proud of all your
accomplishments and wish you much success in the future.
— Love, Mom and Dad
Julie —
Congratulations, I'm so proud of you.




to the Class of 1994
from Charles and Leona Willwerth
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Nelda Valeri —
When God sent you to us we knew that we were a very lucky family
because you are so special. We all are so proud of you. May you succeed
and your wishes come true. We know you will be a great teacher. Go
for it.
— Love, Your Family
Tom Barry —
Congratulations!
We are so proud of you. Your hard work and determination have led
you to this day. We wish you success and happiness in the future.
— Love, Mom, Dad, Charles, Ann, Joanne, and Dan
Awright Mike!
It's been a long haul, but you did it.
We're very proud of you and wish you much
success and happiness in your future endeavors.
Congratulations from all of us.
— Love, Mom, Dad, and Sisters
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Dear Anne Irwin —
"Atta girl mama!"
We love you!
— Dad, Ma, Marybeth, and Nick
Jennifer—
Congratulations and best of luck in your future.
You have always been the best.
— Love, Mom, Dad, Geri, Camille, and Richie
Michael —
Congratulations! You have worked hard and we are very proud of you.
Whatever dreams you have, whatever road you travel,
know that we are with you and wish the best for you. God bless you
always.
— Love, Mom, Dad, and Sean
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Dear Milton —
Congratulations and best of luck from all of us. Your hard work and
determination have led you to this special day.
We are all very proud of you. We wish you success, happiness and the
very best that life has to offer.
With all our love, Mom,- Dad, Kathy and Peter, Jenny and Billy, Cindy
and Strati, and all your nieces and nephews
Congratulations
Shelley Belly!
Love Mom and Dad
Mary Susan —
We are all proud of you and are especially happy that your choice to
attend Suffolk worked out so well. May all your future choices be as
rewarding.
All the best in your life and your career.
Love You (No Problems), Mom, Dad, Tim, and Rich
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To Rich --
From all of us at home — Congratulations for all your hard work and
persistence.
Good luck with all your future plans.
— Love, Mom and Dad, Bob, Chris, and Janet
Lisa —
Congratulations. We are all so proud of you. We wish you success and
happiness and support you in whatever you choose to do in life.
— Love, Mom, Dad, Sal, Brenda, and Allison
Congratulations
to the Class of 1994








I could never have asked for a better staff. You
have gone above and beyond the job description of
managers, editors, and staff.
I only wish that the income editor has such a great
staff as you have all been.
I wish to thank Chris Todino, Traci Lavorati, Mary
Sue Halpin, Brian Glennon, Kevin Glennon, Jennifer
Whitlock, Mark Piazza, Chris Olson, Karen Young,
Gary Zerola, Nancy Sodano, Christine Fitzgerald,
Lorraine Palmer, Kevin Lombardi, Margie Cugini,
Larry Walsh, Stephanie Snow, Michelle McGinn,
Candi Tuplin, Rima El-Hoss, Dayna Venuti, Kelly Lynn
Chasse, Diane Clark, Grodon Glenn, and all the
members of SGA, COP, PC, the Suffolk Journal,
WSFR, and everyone else who has said "When ever
you need any help ..." I apologize if I forgot anyone.
I hope that the bonds we have made during dead-
line stays with us past graduation.
Editor-in-chief,
Mary A. D'Alba
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